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˻֓ཁ˼
Πϯλʔωοτʹྲྀ௨͢Δ૯τϥώοΫྔ͸ 2021೥·Ͱʹ 3.3θλόΠτʹഭΓɼ
ͦͷதͰ΋ίϯςϯπ഑৴ʹؔ͢ΔτϥώοΫͷׂ߹͸ 82%ʹͳΔͱ͞Ε͍ͯΔɽ͜
ͷഎܠʹ͸ɼYouTube΍Netﬂixʹ୅ද͞ΕΔίϯςϯπϓϩόΠμʹΑΓఏڙ͞Ε
ΔϚϧνϝσΟΞαʔϏεͷීٴ͕͋Δɽ͜ΕΒͷαʔϏεʹରͯ͠ɼզʑϢʔβͷ
ཁ๬͸ίϯςϯπࣗମͷμ΢ϯϩʔυͰ͋Γɼͦͷίϯςϯπ͕Ͳ͜ʹଘࡏ͢Δ͔͸
શ͘ؾʹཹΊ͍ͯͳ͍ɽ͍Θ͹ɼϢʔβ͕ωοτϫʔΫʹٻΊΔཁ݅͸ίϯςϯπࢦ
޲Ͱ͋Δɽ͔͠͠ͳ͕ΒɼݱࡏͷΠϯλʔωοτ͸։ൃ౰ॳͷઃܭཧ೦Λܧঝ͓ͯ͠
ΓɼIP (Internet Protocol)ʹج͍ͮͨϩʔέʔγϣϯࢦ޲ͳΞʔΩςΫνϟͰ͋Δɽͭ
·Γ͸ɼίϯςϯπΛͲ͔͜Βऔಘ͢Δ͔ΛϢʔβ͸໌ࣔతʹࢦఆ͠ͳ͚Ε͹ͳΒͳ
͍ɽ͜ͷဃ཭Λແ͘͠ɼޮ཰తͰ҆ఆͨ͠ίϯςϯπ഑৴Λ࣮ݱ͢ΔͨΊɼ৘ใࢦ޲
ωοτϫʔΫʢICN: Information Centric Networksʣ͕ఏҊ͞Εͨɽ͜ͷ ICNͷ࣮ݱ
ʹ޲͚༷ͯʑͳٕज़՝୊͕ଘࡏ͠ɼͦΕΒͷ՝୊Λղܾ͢ΔͨΊ਺ʑͷݚڀऀ͕೔ʑ
ݚᮎΛੵΜͰ͍Δɽ
ຊ࿦จͰ͸ɼICNʹ͓͚ΔτϥώοΫ੍ޚʹؔ͢Δٕज़՝୊ʹ͍ͭͯݕ౼͢Δɽຊ
࿦จʹ͓͚ΔτϥώοΫ੍ޚ͸ɼτϥώοΫ͕఻ૹ͞ΕΔܦ࿏Λ੍ޚ͢Δܦ࿏੍ޚɼ
ϧʔλʹҰ࣌తʹอ࣋͞ΕΔίϯςϯπΛऔࣺબ୒͢ΔͨΊͷΩϟογϡ੍ޚɼ᫔᫓
ͷൃੜΛ཈੍ͯ͠ωοτϫʔΫࢿݯΛ༗ޮར༻͢ΔͨΊͷ᫔᫓੍ޚΛؚΉɽͦΕʹՃ
͑ɼICNͷࡂ֐࣌ద༻ͷͨΊͷܦ࿏੍ޚ΍Ωϟογϡ੍ޚɼIoT (Internet of Thing)؀
ڥʹ͓͚Δσʔλॲཧ΁ͷԠ༻ʹ޲͚ͨܦ࿏੍ޚʹ͍ͭͯண໨͠ɼҰ؏ͯ͠τϥώο
Ϋ੍ޚͱ͍͏ݟ஍͔Βแׅతͳݕ౼Λߦ͏ɽ
˻֤ষͷཁࢫ˼
ୈҰষ͸ॹ࿦Ͱ͋ΓɼΠϯλʔωοτʹ୅ද͞ΕΔࠓ೔ͷ IPʢInternet Protocolʣ
ωοτϫʔΫ͕௚໘͢Δ՝୊ͱɼͦΕΛղܾ͢ΔͨΊʹఏҊ͞ΕͨωοτϫʔΫΞʔ
vΩςΫνϟͰ͋Δ৘ใࢦ޲ωοτϫʔΫʢICN: Information Centric Networksʣʹ͍ͭ
ͯ֓આ͢Δɽͦͷޙɼ৘ใࢦ޲ωοτϫʔΫʹ͓͚Δٕज़՝୊ʹ͍ͭͯड़΂ɼطଘͷ
ؔ࿈ٕज़ʹ͍ͭͯઆ໌͠ɼຊݚڀͷ޻ֶతͳҙٛͱ໨తΛ໌֬Խ͢Δɽ
ୈೋɼࡾɼ࢛ষ͸ ICNͷτϥώοΫ੍ޚʹ͓͚Δجૅٕज़Λର৅ͱ͢Δɽ
ୈೋষͰ͸ ICNݻ༗ͷಛ௃Ͱ͋ΔωοτϫʔΫ಺Ωϟογϡͷར༻ޮ཰Λ޲্͢Δ
ͨΊɼܦ࿏੍ޚͱΩϟογϡ੍ޚͷ౷߹ޮՌʹؔ͢Δݕ౼Λߦ͍ɼͦͷޮՌΛ໌Β͔
ʹ͢Δɽ௨աϧʔλ͢΂ͯʹΩϟογϡ͢Δͱ͍͏୯७ͳTERC(Transparent En-Route
Cache)ͷ໰୊఺Λվળ͢ΔܗͰఏҊ͞Ε͍ͯΔطଘΩϟογϡ੍ޚ͸ɼܦ࿏੍ޚͱ͠
ͯ࠷୹ܦ࿏બ୒ʢSPR: Shortest Path RoutingʣΛ༻͍Δ͜ͱΛલఏͱ͍ͯ͠Δɽຊষ
Ͱ͸ɼ࠷୹ܦ࿏Ҏ֎ʹଘࡏ͢ΔΩϟογϡίϯςϯπΛ༗ޮར༻Ͱ͖ΔωοτϫʔΫ
಺༠ಋํࣜʢBreadcrumbsʣΛܦ࿏੍ޚʹ༻͍ͨ৔߹ͷੑೳΛධՁ͠ɼैདྷఏҊ͞Ε
͍ͯΔΩϟογϡ੍ޚ͸ Breadcrumbsํࣜͱ૊߹ͤΔͱे෼ޮՌΛൃشͰ͖ͳ͍ࣄɼ
SPRͱ૊߹ͤੑೳ͕ѱ͍ͱ͞Ε͍ͯͨ TERC͕ Breadcrumbsํࣜͱ͸ྑ޷ͳ૊߹ͤ
ޮՌΛൃش͢ΔࣄΛࣔ͢ɽͦΕʹΑΓɼICNʹ͓͚ΔΩϟογϡར༻ʹ͓͍ͯܦ࿏੍
ޚͱΩϟογϡ੍ޚͷ૊߹͕ͤॏཁͳੑೳܾఆҼࢠͰ͋Δͱ͍͏ࣄΛࣔ͢ɽ
ୈࡾষͰ͸ɼୈೋষͰ໌Β͔ʹ͞Εͨ஌ݟΛड͚ɼܦ࿏੍ޚͱΩϟογϡ੍ޚͷ౷
߹ޮՌͷ؍఺Λ౿·͑ͭͭ TERCͷ໰୊఺Ͱ͋ΔωοτϫʔΫΩϟογϡͷ҆ఆੑʹ
͍ͭͯड़΂Δɽͦͯ͠ɼͦͷ໰୊Λղܾ͢ΔBreadcrumbsʹదͨ͠৽͍͠Ωϟογϡ
੍ޚํࣜΛఏҊ͠ɼͦͷ༗ޮੑΛࣔ͢ɽຊํࣜͰ͸ɼίϯςϯπͷਓؾ౓ͱωοτ
ϫʔΫτϙϩδʹ͓͚ΔωοτϫʔΫத৺ੑʹண໨͠ɼϢʔβʹཁٻ͞Ε΍͍͢ߴਓ
ؾίϯςϯπΛωοτϫʔΫΤοδʹ഑ஔ͠ɼதఔ౓ͷਓؾίϯςϯπΛίΞ෇ۙʹ
഑ஔ͢Δɽ͜ΕʹΑΓɼΩϟογϡίϯςϯπΛ҆ఆతʹωοτϫʔΫ಺ʹ଺ࡏͤ͞ɼ
͞Βʹ͜ΕΒ҆ఆͯ͠ଘࡏ͢ΔΩϟογϡίϯςϯπΛωοτϫʔΫ಺༠ಋʹΑͬͯ
ར༻ՄೳͱͳΓɼແବͳ༠ಋΛ௿ݮ͢ΔޮՌ͕֬ೝ͞Εͨɽ
ୈ࢛ষͰ͸ɼICNʹ͓͚Δ᫔᫓੍ޚʹ͍ͭͯड़΂ΔɽIP͸୯Ұૹ৴ऀͷΈ͔Βί
ϯςϯπऔಘΛߦ͏௨৴ϞσϧͰ͋Δͷʹର͠ɼICN͸ίϯςϯπ͕Կॲ͔Βఏڙ͞
Εͯ΋ྑ͍ͱ͍͏ίϯςϯπࢦ޲ͳઃܭཧ೦ʹΑΓෳ਺ૹ৴ऀ͔Βͷίϯςϯπऔ
ಘΛڐ༰͍ͯ͠ΔɽͦͷͨΊɼIPͱ ICN͸௨৴ܗଶ͕େ͖͘ҟͳΓɼ৽ͨͳෳ਺ૹ
৴ऀʹରԠͨ͠᫔᫓੍ޚ͕ඞཁͱͳΔɽຊষͰ͸ෳ਺ૹ৴ऀʹରԠͨ͠᫔᫓੍ޚͰ
͋ΔMSC4N (MultiSource Congestion Control for Content Centric Networks)Λର৅ʹɼ
ϢʔβؒͷެฏੑΛද͢୅දత֓೦Ͱ͋ΔResource Poolingͷ؍఺ͰධՁΛߦ͍ɼIP
ʹ͓͚Δ୅දతͳϚϧνύε᫔᫓੍ޚͰ͋ΔMPTCP (Multipath Transmission Control
Protocol) ͱൺֱݕ౼͢ΔɽICNΛର৅ͱ͢Δ৽͍͠᫔᫓੍ޚํࣜMSC4N͕ɼIPʹ
͓͚ΔMPTCPͱಉ༷ͷઃܭཧ೦ʹج͍͓ͮͯΓɼෳ਺ૹ৴ऀ؀ڥͰ༗༻ͳํࣜͰ͋
ΔࣄΛੑೳධՁʹΑΓ৽ͨʹ໌Β͔ʹ͍ͯ͠Δɽ
vi
ୈޒɼ࿡ষ͸ɼICNͷτϥώοΫ੍ޚʹ͓͚ΔԠ༻ٕज़Λର৅ͱ͢Δɽ
ୈޒষͰ͸ɼICNͷࡂ֐࣌Ԡ༻ʹ͍ͭͯड़΂Δɽେن໛ͳ஍਒͕ൃੜ͢ΔͱΠϯ
λʔωοτ͸௨৴ΠϯϑϥઃඋͷഁଛʹΑΓར༻ෆՄೳͱͳΔɽ͜Ε͸ɼIP͕ಛఆͷ
αʔόͱηογϣϯΛߏங্ͨ͠Ͱ௨৴͢ΔηογϣϯϕʔεͷܗଶΛ࠾༻͍ͯ͠Δ
ࣄʹىҼ͢ΔɽͦΕʹର͠ɼICN͸ηογϣϯϨε௨৴Ͱ͋Γಛఆͷαʔόͱͷ઀ଓ
ੑ͕௨৴ੑೳʹӨڹΛٴ΅͞ͳ͍ɽͦͷ্ɼϧʔλ͸ΩϟογϡػೳΛ۩උ͍ͯ͠Δ
ͨΊίϯςϯπ഑৴ੑೳ΋ߴ͘ɼࡂ֐࣌΁ͷ ICNԠ༻ʹΑΓωοτϫʔΫੑೳͷ޲
্͕ظ଴Ͱ͖Δɽ͔͠͠ɼICN͸༗ઢωοτϫʔΫΛର৅ͱ͍ͯ͠ΔͨΊɼࡂ֐࣌ͷ
Α͏ͳ௨৴؀ڥ͕ྼѱͳແઢωοτϫʔΫ΁୯७ʹద༻Ͱ͖ͳ͍ɽࡂ֐࣌ͷແઢωο
τϫʔΫͰ௨৴ϦϯΫ͕அଓతͳ௨৴ঢ়ଶΛ΋ͪɼϦϯΫ੾அ࣌ʹ৑௕ͳύέοτͷ
࠶ૹ͕සൃ͢Δͱ͍͏ٕज़՝୊͕ଘࡏ͢ΔɽຊষͰ͸͜ͷ՝୊ʹର͠ɼಈతͳܦ࿏੍
ޚͱ௨৴ϦϯΫͷঢ়ଶʹԠͨ͡ύέοτసૹ੍ޚΛఏҊ͠ɼϦϯΫ͕੾அঢ়ଶʹ͋Δ
৔߹ʹ͓͚Δ৑௕ͳ࠶ૹΛ཈੍͢ΔํࣜΛఏҊ͢ΔɽຊఏҊʹΑΓɼࡂ֐࣌ʹ͓͍ͯ
وॏͳແઢࢿݯͱϢʔβ୺຤ͷిྗফඅΛ཈੍ͨ͠௨৴Λ࣮ݱ͢Δɽ
ୈ࿡ষͰ͸ɼICNͷ IoTʢInternet of Thingsʣσʔλॲཧ΁ͷద༻ʹ͍ͭͯड़΂Δɽ
IoTͷීٴʹΑΓ๲େͳྔͷηϯασʔλ͕Ϋϥ΢υʹ͓͍ͯू໿ɾॲཧ͞ΕΔɽ͠
͔͠ɼIoTʹ͓͍ͯ͸ΑΓݫ͍͠ίϯϐϡʔςΟϯάཁ͕݅ٻΊΒΕΔΑ͏ʹͳΓɼ
ΤοδίϯϐϡʔςΟϯάͳͲͷωοτϫʔΫΤοδ෇ۙʹ͓͚Δσʔλॲཧ͕ண໨
͞Ε͍ͯΔɽΤοδʹ͓͍ͯޮ཰తͳσʔλॲཧΛ࣮ݱ͢ΔͨΊʹ͸ɼσʔλॲཧ
Λॊೈʹػೳ΁ׂΓ౰ͯΔΑ͏ͳ࢓૊Έ͕ॏཁͱͳΔɽຊষͰ͸ɼ͜ͷΑ͏ͳ ICN
ͷ IoT΁ͷԠ༻ʹ͓͚Δॲཧཁٻͷܦ࿏੍ޚ͕ɼॲཧσʔλͳΒͼʹॲཧઃඋͳͲͷ
ωοτϫʔΫࢿݯΛద੾ʹ੍ޚ͢ΔτϥώοΫ੍ޚͷҰ෦Ͱ͋ΔͱͱΒ͑ɼICNΛར
༻ͯ͠ωοτϫʔΫ಺ͷσʔλॲཧػೳΛൃݟ͢ΔͨΊͷܦ࿏੍ޚख๏ΛఏҊ͢Δɽ
ຊख๏Ͱ͸ϑϥοσΟϯάʹΑΓඞཁͳػೳΛશ୳ࡧ͠ɼൃݟͨ͠ػೳͷ૊߹ͤͷத
͔Β࠷దͳσʔλॲཧܦ࿏Λબ୒͢Δɽଟ͘ͷػೳͷ૊߹ͤʹର͠ɼϧʔνϯάςʔ
ϒϧΛࣄલʹ༻ҙ͢Δख๏Ͱ͸࣮ݱੑ͕௿͍ͨΊɼຊষͰ͸ϑϥοσΟϯά୳ࡧʹ
ΑΓσʔλͱॲཧػೳΛద੾ʹܨ͙ख๏ΛఏҊͨ͠ɽੑೳධՁʹΑΓɼఏҊํ͕ࣜϑ
ϥοσΟϯάʹΑΔΦʔόʔϔουΛ௿͘཈੍ͭͭ͠ɼޮ཰తʹσʔλॲཧΛ࣮ݱ͢
ΔํࣜͰ͋Δ͜ͱΛࣔͨ͠ɽ
ୈࣣষ͸݁࿦Ͱ͋Γɼຊ࿦จͰಘΒΕͨ݁Ռʹ͍ͭͯ·ͱΊΔͱͱ΋ʹࠓޙͷ՝
୊ʹ͍ͭͯड़΂Δɽ
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Abstract
The amount of Internet traﬃc reached 1.2 zettabytes by the end of 2016 and is expected
to be 3.3 zettabytes by 2021. The ratio of content distribution traﬃc is reported to be
82% by 2021 due to rapid increase of multimedia services, e.g. YouTube and Netﬂix.
In these services, almost users just would like to download the contents themselves and
do not care about location of the contents. In other words, the users’ requirements for
networks are information-centric. However, the current Internet which transfers the traﬃc
is still location-centric architecture. In order to ﬁll this gap and support stable content
distribution, ICN (Information Centric Networks) have been proposed, and a lot of eﬀort
has been devoted by many researchers in the ICN committees thus far to resolve a number
of technical issues.
Chapter 1 gives research background of ICN and describes the CCN/NDN (Content-
Centric Networking/Named-Data Networking) architecture which is one of the promising
network architectures realizing the ICN concept. Then, we shed light on technical issues on
traﬃc control schemes in CCN/NDN. In this thesis, we specialize only in the issues on route,
cache, and congestion control as basic technologies, and those on applications to disaster
communications and data processing in IoT (Internet of Things) as applied technologies.
Finally, we clearly explain the outline of the thesis.
In Chapters 2, 3 and 4, we make studies on basic technologies in CCN/NDN traﬃc
control.
vii
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Chapter 2 focuses on combination eﬀects of routing and caching policies in ICN for
leveraging in-network caches. Existing caching policies that improve cache hit performance
compared to the simple caching policy, TERC (Transparent En-Route Cache), generally
assumes shortest path routing (SPR) as routing policy. In this chapter, we ﬁrstly evaluate
cache hit performance in the case that Breadcrumbs (BC) which is an in-network guidance
method in ICN is applied to routing policy. Simulation results show that BC does not
perform well with the previously proposed caching policies and surprisingly performs well
with TERC which has low performance with SPR. From these results, we reveal that the
combination of routing and caching policies is dominant factor for performance in ICN.
Chapter 3 gains deep insight from Chapter 2, and makes a study on stability of in-
network caches which is a technical problem of TERC. In order to resolve this problem, we
propose caching policy suitable for BC. Our proposed caching policy focuses on popularity
of a required content and betweenness centrality of nodes on the download path of the
content. With this policy, highly popular contents are likely to be located around edge areas
of the network and moderately popular contents are stored in the core area. As a result,
we can utilize these stabilized cached contents by BC guidance. This leads to reduction of
redundant BC guidance and improvement of cache hit performance.
InChapter 4, wemake a study onmultipath/multisource congestion control inCCN/NDN.
Communication model of IP is one-to-one, i.e. one sender to one receiver. In contrast, that
of CCN/NDN is many-to-one, i.e. multiple senders to one receiver, because CCN/NDN
natively allows multisource information retrieval due to its architectural concept. MSC4N
(MultiSource Congestion Control for Content Centric Networks) has been proposed as a
congestion control scheme for many-to-one multipath communications in CCN/NDN. In
this chapter, from viewpoint of window control, we compare MSC4N with MPTCP (Mul-
tipath Transmission Control Protocol) which is representative multipath congestion control
in IP networks. Also, we evaluate performance of MSC4N from viewpoint of resource
ix
pooling which is the famous concept for fair sharing of network resources among users
and compare its performance with MPTCP from resource pooling viewpoint. From these
results, we reveal that MSC4N is based on the design policies of MPTCP and eﬀective
congestion control for multipath/multisource communications in CCN/NDN.
Chapters 5 and 6 make studies on applied technologies in CCN/NDN traﬃc control.
In Chapter 5, we try to apply CCN/NDN to disaster communications in order to improve
communication quality and reliability. When large disaster strikes such as earthquake have
occurred, the Internet cannot be available due to damages of communication infrastructures.
This problem stems from the location-centric feature of IP networks, i.e. session-based
communication model with IP address. Users cannot communicate with content servers
unless they know IP addresses of the content servers. In contrast, CCN/NDN is information-
centric architecture and has session-less communication model. Connectivities to speciﬁc
servers such as DNS do not aﬀect communications quality between users and content
servers. Furthermore, content distribution performance can be improved by applying
CCN/NDN to disaster communications because routers temporarily store data packets in
their cache storages as in-network cache. CCN/NDN has been, however, originally assumed
to be used in well-connected wired networks, and it cannot be easily applied to disaster
situations. In disaster situations, communication links are intermittent and redundant packet
retransmissions are redundantly repeated while links are disconnected. In this chapter, we
propose a dynamic routing protocol and packet forwarding schemes that adapt to changes of
link conditions. In our proposed method, redundant packet retransmissions are suppressed
during link disconnection. With our proposals, we can realize energy and bandwidth
eﬃcient information retrieval in disaster environment.
Chapter 6 explains an application of CCN/NDN to IoT data processing. Currently,
tremendous amount of data are collected by sensor devices, transferred to distant clouds,
and processed in the clouds. This computing model is not eﬃcient because large amount of
x ABSTRACT
traﬃc for data processing passes through the Internet. On one hand, in-network processing
where the collected data are processed around edges of the network close to the sensor
devices gains much attentions. In this environment, a network itself ﬁnds data processing
functions in order to eﬃciently process data around the edge. In this chapter, we regard
routing of data processing request as a part of traﬃc control schemes for appropriately
utilizing network resources. Proactive approaches are not practical because they need to
prepare large amount of routing entries in the forwarding table. Thus, we propose a reactive
routing method to discover required data processing functions with ICN in a distributed
manner. This method utilizes ﬂooding search and selects the best route for data processing
from all discovered combinations of data and functions. In the performance evaluation, we
reveal that our proposed method can ﬂexibly process data in a short time with low control
overhead.
In Chapter 7, we conclude this thesis and describe the future works.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The amount of Internet traﬃc reached 1.2 zettabytes by the end of 2016 and is expected to
be 3.3 zettabytes by 2021 [62]. The ratio of content distribution traﬃc is reported to be 82%
by 2021 due to rapid increase of multimedia services, e.g. YouTube and Netﬂix. In these
services, almost users just would like to download the contents themselves and do not care
about location of the contents. In other words, the users’ requirements are information-
centric. However, the current Internet which transfers the traﬃc is still location-centric
architecture. Communications are based on location ID, i.e. IP address, and packets for
communications are transferred based on the IP addresses of endpoints.
ICN (Information Centric Networks) [18, 1] have been proposed to ﬁll this gap and
support stable content distribution. One of the most important goals of ICN is space
decoupling. In other words, users can download their required contents anywhere from
networks. When a user requires a content, the network itself ﬂexibly discovers the content
by name and transfers the content from an appropriate server to the user. ICN is just
a general concept for eﬃcient networking where communications are based on name of
1
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contents (information) and not a speciﬁc architecture.
In the early years, several network architectures that realize this ICN concept has been
proposed [26, 54, 30]. i3 (Internet Indirection Infrastructure) [54] is IP-based architecture
that utilizes rendezvous-based communication model. Content discovery is conducted
in an overlay network. Senders and receivers can communicate without knowing each
other, thus this architecture realizes the ICN concept. DONA (Data-Oriented Network
Architecture) [30] conducts name resolution in the application layer. While DNS name
resolution is run outside the network, DONA conducts it inside the network by introducing
Resolution Handler. In TRIAD [26], content routers cooperatively execute name resolution
by advertising content name as in the case with route advertisement like BGP (Border
Gateway Protocol). After ﬁnishing the name resolution, content itself is transferred based
on IP addresses. These architectures are achieving the goal of the ICN concept, however,
designed to run on the location-centric IP networks. Therefore, it cannot be said that these
network architectures are completely information-centric ones.
The rise of CCN/NDN (Content-Centric Networking [28]/Named-Data Networking
[59]) has made a signiﬁcant impact on ICN research committees. CCN/NDN is the
novel network architecture realizing the ICN concept in a distributed manner. Unlike IP,
CCN/NDN does not require any location ID for communications and utilizes just a content
name for communications between a content server and a user. In CCN/NDN, a user
transmits a request packet to retrieve a content. The name of the content is written in
the request and used for name-based routing at intermediate routers. When the request
is transferred to a content server, the data packet is replied along the reverse path of the
request packet. The intermediate routers temporarily store the data packet in their cache
storages. Since the cached data packet can be reused by other users, eﬀective utilization of
the cache storage can reduce load of content servers, network traﬃc and latency for users.
Therefore, CCN/NDN has attracted great attentions for its technological innovativeness as
2
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one of the promising network architectures that realize the ICN concept.
1.2 CCN/NDN
1.2.1 Overview of CCN/NDN
CCN/NDN has been proposed by V. Jacobson et al./L. Zhang et al. as the pure ICN
architecture. There are some subtle diﬀerences of detailed components between CCN and
NDN, however, the basic structures are the same. In this thesis, wewould like to consistently
use terminologies of CCN to avoid confusions.
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Figure 1.1: Example of Packet forwarding in CCN/NDN.
Figure 1.1 shows an example of packet forwarding in CCN/NDN. CCN/NDN has a
receiver-driven architecture and a user (consumer) transmits an Interest packet to retrieve a
ContentObject packet from content servers (producers). The Interest packet has a name of
a content, e.g. “/video.mp4” and the ContentObject packet has the corresponding name of
the Interest packet. An Interest packet is forwarded to a content server by looking up a name
entry in FIB (Forwarding Information Base) in the router. During Interest transmission,
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each intermediate router temporarily records information of the incoming interface of the
Interest as PIT (Pending Interest Table) to reply the ContentObject packet. A ContentObject
packet is transmitted based on the PIT, i.e. reverse paths of the Interest packet, in a hop-
by-hop manner. During ContentObject transmission, routers on the download path store
the ContentObject packet in their CS (Content Store) based on their caching policies.
When an Interest packet arrives at a router, the router looks up the CS. If the name of the
Interest packet matches the name of a stored ContentObject packet, the router replies the
ContentObject packet; otherwise, the router forwards the Interest packet to content servers
based on its FIB.
These communications are executed by CCN/NDN routers that have a name-based
forwardingmechanism. Figure 1.2 shows the packet forwardingmechanism in a CCN/NDN
router. As shown in Fig. 1.2(a), when a router receive an Interest packet, the router lookup
CS based on the name of the Interest packet. If there is the corresponding ContentObject
packet, the router replies the ContentObject packet; otherwise, the router lookup PIT with
exact match. If there is the corresponding PIT entry, the Interest packet is aggregated and
not forwarded. When there are no corresponding entries in CS and PIT, the Interest packet
is forwarded to the upward routers by looking up FIB with longest preﬁx match. If there
is no FIB entry, the Interest packet is discarded. When a router receive a ContentObject
packet as in Fig. 1.2(b), the router lookup its PIT entry. If there is the corresponding PIT
entry, the ContentObject is copied to the router’s CS and forwarded to downward router
based on PIT entry; otherwise, the ContentObject is just discarded.
1.2.2 Technical Issues in CCN/NDN
Toward eﬃcient information retrieval, CCN/NDN has been developed, and a lot of eﬀort
has been devoted by many researchers in the ICN committees thus far. However, there are
a number of technical issues to be resolved for spread of CCN/NDN. For example, from
4
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Figure 1.2: Packet forwarding mechanisms in CCN/NDN router.
the implementation aspect, CCN/NDN routers which have high-speed packet forwarding
function are required for realizing stateful forwarding. From the security aspect, there
are problems for certiﬁcating content consumers and protecting from attacks of malicious
users. However, the most important beneﬁt of CCN/NDN is in-network cache, which is the
inherent feature of CCN/NDN. In order to utilize this eﬀective resource, traﬃc control that
steers data traﬃc where to transport is a key research topic.
In this section, we explain technical issues on traﬃc control schemes in CCN/NDN. We
categorize these issues into two technologies: basic technology and applied technology.
For the basic technology, there are three main research topics: route control, cache control
and congestion control. Route control (Routing) is one of the most important topics because
5
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the best route selection brings reduction of traﬃc load and users’ communication latency.
By developing cache control schemes, we can eﬀectively utilize in-network caches and
reduce traﬃc load and users’ latency as we mentioned before. Developments of congestion
control schemes are essential for eﬃcient communications fully utilizing network resources
and avoiding occurrences of network congestion. For the applied technology, we focus
on applications of CCN/NDN to disaster communications and IoT data processing. By
adopting CCN/NDN as the network architecture in these applications, we can eﬀectively
connect network applications and realize application-oriented communications.
Utilization of In-Network Caches
Lots of studies on improving cache utilization have been published [32, 5, 33, 29, 16, 22,
44, 43]. These works can be categorized into two approaches: cache decision policy and
cache replacement policy. The cache decision policy of a router determines whether it
stores incoming data packets. When an incoming data packet is decided to be stored by
a router’s cache decision policy and the router’s cache storage is fully utilized, the router
must decide which cached content(s) to be evicted from the cache storage in order to make
space available, which is called cache replacement policy. Routers in ICN manage their
cached contents based on these two cache management schemes. Most proposals that use
these two policies generally assume shortest path routing (SPR) for content request routing.
In SPR, only cached contents on the on-path, i.e. the shortest path from a consumer to a
content server, can be utilized. This means a cached content on the oﬀ-path, i.e. outside
the on-path, cannot be used even though it happens to be located close to the consumer.
Cache hit is caused by arrival of a request packet at a router. Content request routing
is another dominant factor for cache performance in ICN. Several forwarding policies of
request have been proposed to expand range of cache utilization to oﬀ-path, i.e. outside
on-paths in SPR. Flooding [19] ﬂoods request packets and aggressively retrieves cached
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contents from oﬀ-paths. INFORM [20] forwards request packets to oﬀ-path caches with
reinforcement learning based on content retrieval latency. CATT [21] calculates potential
for cache discovery based on distance between a transmitted request packet and cached
contents, and utilizes oﬀ-path caches. These forwarding policies, however, are not practical
in terms of overhead such as control packet transmission and route calculation.
G. Rossini et al. [48] revealed that the combination of request forwarding policy “F ”,
cache decision policy “D”, and cache replacement policy “R” plays an important role for
performance of cache networks and the combination of F andD, i.e. <F ,D>, is especially
a dominant factor. Also, they proposed Nearest Replica Routing (NRR), the oﬀ-path cache
forwarding policy. In NRR, a user ﬁrstly ﬂoods a request packet and probes the nearest
replica (cache). After that, the user forwards subsequent request packets to the cache node.
This is the ﬁrst work that evaluated the combination of F and D, and used not only SPR
but also oﬀ-path routing for F . However, NRR is not practical in terms of network load
because this method uses ﬂooding for content discovery.
Breadcrumbs (BC)[47] has been proposed to probe oﬀ-path caches with low network
load. When a user downloads a content from an original content server, each intermediate
router sets a pointer indicating the download direction called breadcrumbs (bc). The chain
of these bc is called bc-trail. If a request packet of another user occasionally encounters
a breadcrumb pointer stored at a router along its on-path, its forwarding is switched from
FIB-based forwarding to hop-by-hop forwarding along bc-trail. Because content download
forms routing table of BC, i.e. bc pointers, BC does not require any control overhead for
oﬀ-path routing. In this sense, BC is the best-eﬀort approachwith low control overhead. For
cache decision policyD in BC, TERC (Transparent En-Route Cache), which is well-known
to have low performance with widely-used SPR, has been assumed [47]. As G. Rossini
revealed, cache performance crucially depends on the combination of cache decision policy
D and request forwarding policy F , and these characteristics can be also seen in the case
7
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for the forwarding policy of BC.
Controlling Network Congestion
Resouce Pooling is a key concept for eﬃcient utilization of communication resources in a
network. D.Wischik et al. [57] deﬁne resource pooling as “making a collection of resources
behave like a single pooled resource”. Conventional fairness concept, i.e. fair share of
a bottleneck link is microscopic fairness as represented by TCP (Transmission Control
Protocol) fairness [17]. Fairness in resource pooling is macroscale, i.e. macroscopic fair
share that users fairly share common network resources. MPTCP (Multipath Transmission
Control Protocol) [46, 24] has achieved this concept by cooperatively controlling congestion
windows for multiple paths in IP (Internet Protocol) networks.
In CCN/NDN, communication is initiated by a user’s content request. The commu-
nication model in CCN/NDN is a pull-based one. A content request has the name of a
required content ﬁle and is transferred based on name-based routing tables, i.e. FIB in
routers. Since each FIB entry is created by a routing advertisement from the content server
and replicated servers that provide the same content, advertisements from these servers
might create multipath information for each content in FIB of each router. In other words,
CCN/NDN natively allows multipath/multisource communications as its architectural con-
cept. Congestion control, therefore, should be also adaptive to multipath/multisource
communications and achieve resource pooling for macroscopic fairness among users.
CCN congestion control methods [11, 50, 13, 49, 12, 41, 45] which have been proposed
thus far, have not conducted an adequate study in the aspect of resource pooling. MSC4N
(MultiSouce Congestion Control for Content Centric Networks) [38] has been proposed for
multipath communications in CCN/NDN environment. This method adaptively controls
data traﬃc transferred in a bottleneck link among multiple paths, and does not require any
location information to adequately regulate congestion at the bottleneck link. As we will
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carefully discuss later in Chapter 4, this method would satisfy MPTCP’s design goals and
has a possibility to accomplish resource pooling in CCN/NDN.
Application to Disaster Communications
Information network is one of the most essential social infrastructures. Survivability
of the information network in disaster stricken areas is very important because accurate
information are vital for prompt recovery. In the current Internet, connectivity between users
and servers depends on not only a transmission path between them but also reachability
to the DNS (Domain Name System) servers. DNS resolves IP address of information
servers in response to the users’ queries for URL (Uniform Resource Locator). If DNS
becomes unavailable, all users always fail to reach the information servers with URL. When
a large-scale disaster occurs, victims are more likely to obtain the information of disaster
damage and safety of relatives. In such information retrievals, users do not care about
the place where the information is obtained if the information is authenticated. From this
information-centric viewpoint, information-centric architectures [1, 18], e.g. CCN/NDN,
are suitable for information retrieval in the disaster situation. In CCN/NDN, contents can
be obtained not only from the original servers, but also from caches (copies) stored in the
routers. This information-centric feature leads to the robustness in terms of the content
retrieval.
According to the report by theMinistry of Internal Aﬀairs andCommunications of Japan
[64], after the great East JapanEarthquake, about 5million people became returner refugees,
who could not reach their home because they had no means of public transportation. There
were more than 2000 shelters. The communication components such as base stations were
damaged and it was diﬃcult to obtain accurate information. The police and the Self-
Defense Force went round among shelters to gather information. When a disaster occurs,
information network infrastructures might be fragmented into disconnected local networks
9
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due to the physical damage and outage. We assume that most nodes such as smartphones
in each local network have the connection to a Wi-Fi access point in a shelter. Among
these fragmented local networks, vehicles called data mules go around in order to make
short-term connectivity to each of these fragmented networks. The short-term connectivity
held by a data mule enables nodes to exchange information among the fragmented networks.
This network environment is known as DTN (Delay Tolerant Network). RFC4838 (Delay-
Tolerant Networking Architecture)[14] describes DTN architecture which embraces the
concept of occasionally-connected networks.
In this thesis, we try to apply CCN/NDN in the fragmented networks which often
suﬀer extremely long-term disconnection by intermittent links, such as several hours or
a few days. Since CCN/NDN architecture is originally designed for the well-connected
networks, there have not been any proposed routing protocols and retransmission control
schemes suitable for DTN. When CCN/NDN is simply applied to the fragmented networks,
retransmission of the packets frequently occurs due to the short timeout interval. Such
frequent retransmissions cause severe degradation of wireless network performance and
reliability of information retrieval. The intermittent links has bad eﬀects on not only
wireless network performance but also cache behavior in routers. Because the original
caching policy of CCN/NDN does not take account of popularity of content, unpopular
contents can be stored in routers wastefully.
Application to Data Processing in IoT
In IoT (Internet of Things), large amount of data requires data processing. One of the most
promising approaches for this requirement is edge computing [51, 63, 8]. Although moving
computation resources from clouds to network edges reduces traﬃc load in the Internet,
deploying the resources to all network edges is not practical in terms of implementation
cost. Alternatively, in-network processing where intermediate nodes between the clouds
10
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and the network edges process data can be another approach for IoT data processing.
CCN/NDN is the promising network architecture that realizes ICN concept. CCN/NDN
has been proposed originally for eﬃcient content distribution, yet it can be applied to
in-network processing environment. NFN (Named-Function Networking) [56, 53] is a
novel architecture that enables in-network processing with the CCN/NDN framework.
However, NFN passively locates downloaded functions1 inside a network, which might
cause ineﬀective distribution of functions.
NFaaS (Named Function as a Service) [31] has been proposed as an framework for ICN-
based in-network function execution and addressed especially for a location problem of
functions according to demand of IoT applications. NFaaS, however, only assumes a single
function, e.g. delay-sensitive or bandwidth-hungry function, and types of data processing
are basically limited to simple tasks. Another approach where multiple functions are
prepared in a whole network and chain of these functions provides required data processing,
is expected to perform ﬂexible data processing for IoT. In this environment, routing methods
that eﬃciently chain the multiple functions are highly required.
L. Liu et al. [34, 35] proposed function chaining that takes all information of required
functions into account at hop-by-hop forwarding decision of request packets. This approach,
however, requires proactive routing table, FIB, for all data and multiple functions. In spite
of the fact that scalability issues of FIB is still controversial in CCN/NDN, this approach
seriously exacerbates those issues. In ICN-based function chaining, we need to rethink a
routing method in terms of scalability of FIB.
FIB is preliminarily constructed by proactive routing protocol at each router for adver-
tised destinations. In ICN-based function chaining, each FIB entry needs to be constructed
for each combination of data and functions to eﬃciently satisfy users’ various requests for
data processing. Consequently, the number of required FIB entries signiﬁcantly increases.
1In this chapter, one of the elements of a data processing is called a function.
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Also, in the proactive routing, when routes for function chaining have high temporal local-
ity, some FIB entries might be rarely accessed and needlessly retained for a long time. It
is wasteful use of memory resources in routers and is a signiﬁcant technical problem from
the viewpoint of scalability.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
This thesis makes studies on traﬃc control schemes in ICN from the viewpoint of the
aforementioned basic technologies and applied technologies. Figure 1.3 shows the bird’s-
eye view of this thesis. In Chapter 2, we study combination eﬀects of route control schemes
and cache control schemes in ICN. Chapter 3 obtains knowledge from Chapter 2, and
proposes a cache control scheme which is suitable for a route control scheme with in-
network guidance. Chapter 4 handles congestion control schemes in CCN/NDN. Chapter
5 focuses on an application of CCN/NDN to disaster communications and proposes route
and cache control schemes. In Chapter 6, we make a study on application of CCN/NDN to
IoT data processing in the aspect of route control.
In Chapter 2, we evaluate combinations of the oﬀ-path routing policy, BC, with several
representative cache decision policies both in IP and CCN/NDN and show combination
eﬀects of routing and caching policies. Firstly, we evaluate BC with several cache decision
policies [5, 33, 29] which are reported to have high performance with a generally used re-
quest forwarding policy, SPR. We select CCN/NDN for the evaluated network architecture.
Also, we assume the IP for evaluated network because BC is originally proposed for IP
network [47]. One of the most important diﬀerence between IP and CCN/NDN is content
download path. In CCN/NDN, content download path is the completely reverse path of
the request forwarding path (in [47] this policy is called DFQ: Download Follows Query).
12
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Figure 1.3: The bird’s-eye view of this thesis.
However, in IP, content download path is basically2 the shortest path between a content
(stored in the server or a cache) and the requested user (in [47] this policy is called DFSP:
Download Follows Shortest Path).
As we will describe in Chapter 2, the combination of BC and TERC is eﬃcient because
this combination brings diversity of cached contents. However, in TERC (also called
CEE, Cache Everything Everywhere), each intermediate router on a download path always
caches incoming data packets. This cache decision, TERC, is well known to make cached
contents in a network highly dynamic, which means they are frequently replaced. Frequent
replacement of cached content might degrade BC performance due to trail invalidation of
BC, i.e. failure of request guidance. In Chapter 3, we propose a cache decision policy
suitable for BC. Our proposed cache decision policy decides whether to store incoming data
2In fact, download path of IP is not limited only to the shortest path and can be even multiple paths.
However, in this chapter, we especially focus on the case of shortest path routing in the IP environment to
reveal the basic performance.
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packets at a router based on betweenness centrality and content popularity. Our proposed
policy is similar to “less cache” approach [15] to avoid duplicated contents from redundantly
cached in a network. With our proposal, popular contents are stably cached at the edge of
the network and unpopular contents are not likely to be cached in the network. As a result,
frequency of cache replacement decreases and cache dynamics of the network is stabilized.
Accordingly cached contents in a network is eﬀectively diversiﬁed. These eﬀects totally
improve forwarding performance of BC, and more in-network caches are utilized.
In Chapter 4, we carefully investigate whether MSC4N can achieve resource pooling in
CCN/NDN. First, we explain mechanisms of MPTCP and how MPTCP achieves resource
pooling by controlling multipath window sizes. Next, we discuss similarity of window size
control between MPTCP and our previously proposed MSC4N, which shows a possibility
of resource pooling of MSC4N. MPTCP takes account of resource pooling concept for
multipath between a single source and a single receiver. Resource pooling concept discussed
in this chapter is a quite new fairness concept because multipath in our MSC4N composes
of paths from multiple sources to a single receiver.
In Chapter 5, we propose the method for eﬃcient information retrieval and cache control
scheme in disaster situations. The former method consists of two parts, the dynamic routing
protocol (NDRP: Name-basedDistance-vector Routing Protocol) and the packet forwarding
method (ICOQ: Interest and ContentObject Queueing). The combination of these proposals
adapts to the intermittent links and achieves energy and bandwidth eﬃcient information
retrieval in disaster situations. The latter cache control scheme (POP: Popularity-based
Caching) enables routers to stably store popular contents in their storages and improves
performance of information retrieval.
From the viewpoint of scalability, reactive routing is anotherway to reduce suchwasteful
resource usage. With a reactive approach, popular route information is widely spread and
unpopular route information is rarely distributed, which means eﬀective distribution of
14
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route information is realized. In Chapter 6, we focus on popularity of route information
and introduce this concept into routing methods for ICN-based function chaining. The
proposal consists of two elements, RR (Route Records) and OR3 (On-demand Routing for
Responsive Route). RR is forwarding table to reactively manage routing information. OR3
is a method for discovering the best route which is to be cached in RR. The combination of
RR and OR3 realizes scalable routing for ICN-based function chaining.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and describes the future works.
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Chapter 2
Combination Eﬀects of Routing and
Caching in Information Centric
Networks
In ICN, routers in a network are generally equipped with local cache storages and store
incoming contents temporarily. Eﬃcient utilization of total cache storage in networks is
one of the most important technical issues in ICN, as it can reduce content server load,
content download latency and network traﬃc. Performance of networked cache is reported
to strongly depend on both cache decision policy and content request routing policy [48].
In this chapter, we evaluate several combinations of these two policies. Especially for
routing, we take up oﬀ-path cache routing, Breadcrumbs, as one of the content request
routing proposals. Our performance evaluation results show that oﬀ-path cache routing,
Breadcrumbs, suﬀers low performance with cache decision policies which generally has
high performance with shortest path routing (SPR), and obtains excellent performance with
TERC which is well-known cache decision policy to have low performance with widely
used SPR. Our detailed evaluation results in two network environments, emerging ICN and
17
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Figure 2.1: The behavior of Breadcrumbs
conventional IP, show these insights hold in both of these two network environments.
2.1 Breadcrumbs (BC)
In ICN, BC [47] has been proposed as a routing method for eﬀective oﬀ-path cache
utilization. Figure 2.1 shows a behavior of the BC method. During a data packet download,
each router stores the data packet and sets pointers called breadcrumbs (bc) that indicate
the download direction. When a request packet accidentally arrives at a router holding
a breadcrumbs corresponding to the request packet, BC forwarding is started, and the
request packet is forwarded towards the bc’s direction in a hop-by-hop manner. By using
bc eﬀectively, oﬀ-path caches can be eﬀectively utilized.
Request packets guided by bc may not be able to ﬁnd cached content. This guidance
failure occurs when cached content in CS of all routers along the bc-trail have been evicted
(replaced). In order to avoid such redundant guidance, the BC method uses the following
procedures.
• Time Out
To reduce redundantly remaining bc, each bc has lifetime and is controlled
18
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by timer. If there are no accesses to bc during lifetime, the bc is removed by
time-out. A router records the latest time-stamp of a request packet Tq and
a data packet Tf on the corresponding bc. The time interval of time-out, i.e.
lifetime of the bc is Lq for the request packet and L f for the data packet. When
the current time is later than Tq + Lq and Tf + L f , the bc is removed from the
router.
• Trail Invalidation
When a request packet directed by bc cannot ﬁnd the cached content on routers
along the bc-trail, trail invalidation occurs and the bc-trail is removed. Trail
invalidation also occurs when a request packet arrives from an interface to
which the corresponding bc is directed. In this case, bc pointer is directed to a
router which has no corresponding data packet. Trail invalidation is executed
by sending back a request packet along the reverse bc-trail (bc also has a
reverse pointer [47]). When this returned request packet arrives at the router
which initiated BC-forwarding, i.e. when a bc-trail is completely removed, the
request packet is forwarded to a content server by FIB-based forwarding. This
means after bc-trail invalidation, content request forwarding is switched back
to FIB-based forwarding.
BC has been originally proposed for IP networks, and its partial deployment in IP
networks has been studied [40]. On the other hand, BC can be also applied to CCN/NDN.
Figure 2.2 shows the structure of a BC-enabled CCN router proposed in [39]. In this
modiﬁcation, BC table that records information of pointers (breadcrumbs) is inserted in
addition to default components of CCN routers, i.e. FIB, PIT, andCS. In Interest processing,
table lookup of BC table is before that of FIB and after that of PIT. By inserting the BC
table at this position, we can utilize both PIT aggregation and oﬀ-path cache probing. In
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ContentObject processing, when a router receives a ContentObject, the router creates a new
BC entry in the BC table and forwards the ContentObject with PIT. If there are multiple
output interfaces in the PIT entry, one of them is randomly selected and added to the BC
table.
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Figure 2.2: The structure of a BC-enabled CCN router
2.2 Cache Decision Policies
In this section, we explain some cache decision policies that are commonly used in
CCN/NDN [58].
• TERC (Transparent En-Route Cache)
In TERC [29], a data packet is always cached at all routers along a download
path. This is also called LCE (Leave Copy Everywhere) or CEE (Cache
Everything Everywhere) and used in the original CCN/NDN [28, 59]. This
policy is the most popular cache decision policy used in many studies [19, 20,
21, 48, 47, 29, 22].
• Fix(p)
Fix(p) [5, 32] is a simple cache decision policy that each router on a download
path stores incoming data packets uniformly at random with a ﬁxed probability
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p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1). Rate of caching is reduced according to decrease of the
parameter p, and also frequency of cache replacement decreases. As a result,
relatively-popular contents tend to be stably cached in the network. As a special
case, Fix(p = 1) is identical to TERC.
• LCD (Leave Copy Down)
In LCD[32, 33], a data packet is cached at the one-hop downward router from
a cache hit router. Figure 2.3 shows an example of LCD behavior. The user
downloads data packets from the server. In the ﬁrst download, the cache is
only generated in the router that is one-hop downward of the server. In the
second download, the cache is copied into the next downward router. The
same procedure is performed thereafter. Since this behavior delivers popular
contents to one-hop closer to each generated Interest, this method is classiﬁed
to popularity-based policy [58].
FDFKH
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Figure 2.3: Example of LCD
• ProbCache
ProbCache [44] is a probabilistic cache decision policy based on estimated
cache capacity of routers on download path and hop count of data packets.
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Each router x (the xth router from content server) on a download path caches
a data packet based on the following probability,
ProbCache(x) =
∑c−(x−1)
i=1 Ni
Ttw · Nx
·
x
c
. (2.1)
Ni is the size of cache memory of the ith router from the content server on a
download path. c is the total path length from the server to the user in terms
of data hop count. With this probabilistic approach, ProbCache suppresses
redundant caching and leaves caching space for other ﬂows sharing a same
path. Also, caching probability increases with getting close to users, and
popular contents tend to stay near the users.
The original CCN/NDN [28] utilizes the combination <SPR, TERC>. When Fix(p),
LCD or ProbCache is used for cache decision policy, i.e. <SPR, Fix(p)>, <SPR, LCD>,
or <SPR, ProbCache>, cache hit performance increases compared to <SPR, TERC> [48].
Fix(p), LCD or ProbCache is frequently used as the eﬀective cache decision policies in
CCN/NDN. However, there are no conﬁrmation that these cache decisions have high per-
formance when they are combined with BC. In this chapter, we evaluate cache performance
for the combinations of F={SPR or BC} and D={TERC, Fix(p), LCD or ProbCache} both
in CCN and IP, and ﬁnd out which cache decision policy is suitable for BC.
2.3 Performance Evaluation
2.3.1 Simulation model
In this section, we evaluate cache hit performance of 8 combinations of the following
policies, F={SPR, BC}, D={TERC, Fix(p), LCD, ProbCache}. The parameter p in
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Fix(p) is set to 0.01 throughout our evaluation because this setting is reported to have
better performance [48]. Even though BC is originally proposed for cache-enabled IP
networks [47], it assumes two download path policies, DFQ and DFSP. DFQ and DFSP
are corresponding to the download policies of emerging CCN/NDN and the current IP
network, respectively. In this sense, we would like to evaluate the above 8 combinations in
these two network environments, CCN and IP. We utilize ndnSIM1.0 [66] for CCN/NDN,
and a self-made simulator used in [40] for IP.
The simulation topology is the Barabasi-Albert (BA) model [2] created by BRITE [60].
This model is a scale-free network topology that has power-law degree distribution. The
number of routers is 100. Each router stores 5 contents in its cache storage and is connected
to one user. All communication links are bi-directional. Request generation rate of each
user is 1 packet per second. The number of servers is 5 and each server is connected to
a randomly selected router. The number of contents is 10000. Each content is stored at a
randomly selected server. Popularity of the contents follows Zipf distribution (α = 1.0) [10].
We use LRU (Least Recently Used) for cache replacement policy (R) for all combinations
of forwarding (F ) and cache decision (D).
2.3.2 Cache hit characteristics of SPR
Figure 2.4 shows content download ratio for each cache decision policy in SPR. Figure
2.4(a) shows performance of CCN and Fig. 2.4(b) shows that of IP. Cache hit ratio of
<SPR, Fix(0.01)> is about 33%, and this combination has the highest performance in both
network environments. The combination <SPR, TERC> has the lowest cache hit ratio (
20%). When we use SPR for request routing policy, data transmission path of CCN and
that of IP are the same because transmission paths of requests and data follow the shortest
path both in CCN and IP. Cache hit characteristics would show the same results, and the
slight diﬀerences between CCN and IP are caused by ﬂuctuation of simulations.
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Figure 2.4: Download ratio in SPR.
Figure 2.5 shows cache residence time ratio characteristics (cache distribution) with
SPR in CCN and IP. Cache residence time ratio for content k is deﬁned as follows,
∑
i∈V t
k
i∑
i∈V
∑
k∈K t
k
i .
V is the set of router in the network, and K denotes the set of contents. tki is cache
residence time for content k in node i. The horizontal axis shows content IDs that are
sorted in descending order of content popularity. We call contents with IDs from 1 to 10 as
high-popular contents, contents whose IDs are from 11 to 100 as middle-popular contents,
and the others as low-popular contents. Figure 2.5 shows Fix(p), LCD or ProbCache
tends to cache high-popular contents. Since TERC always caches all transferred content
ﬁles regardless of their popularity, this policy tends to cache relatively unpopular contents
compared to other two decision policies. This characteristic is observed in both network
environments, CCN and IP. The reason is that content download follows similar path in
CCN and IP. In CCN, download path of a content ﬁle is the reverse path of request packets.
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Figure 2.5: Cache residence time ratio with SPR.
In other words, the content ﬁle is reversely transferred along the transmission path of the
request packets (the shortest path from a user to a server). Also in IP network, download
path is the shortest path from a server to a user. Therefore, when SPR is used for request
forwarding policy, users download content ﬁles with almost the same shortest paths in both
network environments.
Figure 2.61 reveals spatial aspect of cache distribution with SPR at each router. The
horizontal axis shows router ID that are sorted in descending order of betweenness centrality.
Routers which have small IDs are located at core area of the network, and routers which
have large IDs are located at edge area. The colors of right-bar on each ﬁgure show cache
retention time ratio for content k in node i, deﬁned as tki /
∑
k∈K tki . With TERC, unpopular
contents tend to replace popular contents, and the popular contents are not stably retained
to the edge of the network as in Fig. 2.6(a). With Fix(0.01), popular contents are randomly
cached to speciﬁc locations. Once a popular content is stored to a speciﬁc node, the cached
1Due to space limitations, Figs. 2.7, 2.6, 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11 show performance only for CCN because
there were no large diﬀerences between CCN and IP in our evaluation.
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(b) Fix(0.01).
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Figure 2.6: Spatial cache distribution in SPR (CCN).
content is frequently reused by other users and stably stays there. Thus, popular contents
are sparsely stored in the network as in Fig. 2.6(b). With LCD, popular contents move to
the edge of the network by repeated content downloads by users, and the popular contents
are stably exist in the edge close to the users as shown in Fig. 2.6(c). ProbCache also moves
popular contents to the edge of the network by its popularity-based caching as shown in
Fig. 2.6(d). Although there are slight diﬀerences compared with LCD, popular contents
tend to be stably located close to the users.
Figure 2.7† shows cache hit ratio for every content ID. As shown in this ﬁgure, <SPR,
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Figure 2.7: The number of cache hits with SPR (CCN)
Fix(p)/LCD/ProbCache> increases the number of cache hits for high-popular contents
compared to TERC. The total number is <SPR, Fix(p)> = 330,942, <SPR, LCD> = 310,749,
<SPR, ProbCache> = 268,375, and <SPR, TERC> = 206,730. Fix(p), LCD, or ProbCache
increases cache hit performance for high-popular contents and eﬀectively utilizes cached
contents in the network. With F=SPR, cache utilization is limited to only the on-path and
search of cached content ﬁle by request forwarding is restricted. It is quite a natural results
that cache decision policy which tends to store high-popular contents, such as Fix(p), LCD,
and ProbCache, shows high performance.
2.3.3 Cache hit characteristics of BC
In this section, we evaluate cache hit performance for a content request forwarding policy
BC. Figure 2.8 shows content download ratio for each cache decision policy in BC. As
is the case for SPR, we evaluated the performance in two network environments, CCN
and IP. As shown in Fig. 2.8(a), <BC, TERC> has about 43% cache hit ratio and the
highest performance, although TERC has the lowest performance with SPR. The other
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Figure 2.8: Download ratio in BC.
cache decision policies that has high performance with SPR are not eﬀective with BC.
These characteristics are observed both in CCN and IP.
Firstly, we investigate the reason why the combination <BC, TERC> has excellent
performance. Table 2.1 shows the average invalidation ratio of BC forwarding for each
combination. The deﬁnition of invalidation ratio (failure rate of BC forwarding) is deﬁned
as follows,
The number of failed BC forwarding
The total number of BC forwarding
. (2.2)
<BC, Fix(p)> has high invalidation ratio both in CCN and IP. With Fix(p), downloaded
contents are stored in routers on download paths according to the parameter p. When
the value of p is less than 1, there is a possibility that no contents are cached on any
router on a download path. To conﬁrm this point, we change the value of parameter p and
evaluate invalidation characteristics. Table 2.2 shows invalidation ratio (failure rate of BC
forwarding) for the parameter p of Fix(p). These results show that invalidation ratio has
the larger value with the smaller value of p. When p is extremely small e.g. p = 0.001,
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no contents are cached on any router during download with high probability. As a result,
invalidation ratio becomes signiﬁcantly large value e.g. 0.998, thus the parameter p is
dominant performance factor of trail invalidation in BC. The trail invalidation frequently
occurs both in CCN and IP even when the value is 0.1, thus Fix (p) is not suitable for BC
except for the special case of Fix(p = 1), which is identical to TERC.
<BC, ProbCache> also has high invalidation ratio because it is probability-based caching
as well as Fix(p). With probabilistic approach, as previously described, there is a possibility
that no contents are copied onto any routers during download. In this case, BC does not
perform well, invalidation ratio increases, and BC forwarding performance is signiﬁcantly
degraded. Thus, ProbCache is not suitable for BC.
Table 2.1: Invalidation ratio for each combination.
TERC Fix (0.01) LCD ProbCache
CCN 0.337 0.979 0.297 0.775
IP 0.358 0.964 0.125 0.764
Table 2.2: Invalidation ratio of Fix(p).
p 0.1 0.01 0.001
CCN 0.778 0.964 0.986
IP 0.828 0.979 0.998
Table 2.3 shows the number of BC forwarding. In <BC, LCD>, there is fewer BC
forwarding compared to other two policies, Fix(p) and TERC. In LCD, when cache hit
occurs at a router, the content ﬁle is copied at the one-hop downward router of the cache
hit router. At the same time, bc pointer is also generated at the cache hit router and the bc
indicates the one-hop downward router. In other words, only one bc pointer is created with
each content download with LCD. The number of BC forwarding considerably decreases
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as shown in Table 2.3. For these reasons, the cache decision policies Fix(p), LCD and
ProbCache are not suitable for BC.
Table 2.3: The number of BC forwarding.
TERC Fix (0.01) LCD ProbCache
CCN 415,958 278,132 26,076 335,867
IP 359,993 249,819 31,099 308,172
Figure 2.9† shows cache residence time ratio in BC†2. As described previously, cache
residence time ratio of TERC shows long-tail distribution compared to other cache decision
policies. This means unpopular contents can be stored comparatively more frequently in the
networks. In other words, TERC’s cache distribution has “diversity” and middle-popular
contents are also likely to be stored in the network. As a result, the number of cache
hits for the middle-popular contents increases and <BC, TERC> totally has the excellent
performance as shown in Fig. 2.10†.
Figure 2.11† classiﬁes cache hits according to cache hit location. Figure 2.11(a) shows
on-path cache hit ratio and Fig. 2.11(b) shows oﬀ-path one. With respect to on-path
cache hit, Fix(p), LCD and ProbCache have high performance, because these policies store
high-popular contents in the network. These policies, however, cannot utilize bc eﬀectively
and have low performance in oﬀ-paths. TERC comparatively has the lowest cache hit
performance in on-paths, however, this policy gains signiﬁcant cache hits in oﬀ-paths. The
improvement especially for middle-popular contents is observed as shown in Fig. 2.11(b).
With TERC, the number of BC forwarding is large and invalidation ratio is low as in Table
2.3 and Table 2.1, respectively. This is because cache distribution in the network has
diversity compared to other two decision policies as in Fig. 2.9. BC can ﬁnd the diverse
oﬀ-path caches by in-network guidance and retrieve them. Consequently, <BC, TERC> is
2
†There is no large diﬀerence between BC and SPR with respect to spatial cache distribution as described
in Fig. 2.6. Thus, we would like to omit the results due to space limitations.
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the most eﬃcient combination in terms of total cache hit performance both in two network
environments, CCN and IP.
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Figure 2.9: Cache residence time ratio with BC (CCN).
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Figure 2.10: The number of cache hits with BC (CCN).
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Figure 2.11: Classiﬁcation of cache hit (CCN).
2.3.4 CCN vs. IP
In this section, we investigate the reason for a diﬀerence between Figs. 2.8(a) and (b).
In these ﬁgures, on-path/oﬀ-path cache hit ratio between CCN and IP slightly ( 5%)
diﬀers for the combination <BC, TERC>. CCN’s oﬀ-path cache hit by BC forwarding is
higher than IP’s one. Figure 2.12 shows the normalized number of data transmissions, i.e.
spatial distribution of data traﬃc. In IP, data transmission of popular contents relatively
concentrate on the edge of the network as shown in Fig. 2.12(b). This means data traﬃc
transferred in the core area is ﬁltered (reduced) by cache hit around the edge. In CCN,
popular contents tend to be transmitted not only in the edge area but also the core area when
compared to IP as shown in Fig. 2.12(a).
Figure 2.13 brieﬂy explains the diﬀerence of data transmission path between CCN and
IP. With CCN, data packets are transferred on the reverse path of request packets, thus, the
data packets are likely to be routed to the core of the network and replace popular cached
contents frequently as shown in Fig. 2.13(a). In contrast, IP’s data transmission path is the
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Figure 2.12: Spatial distribution of data traﬃc.
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Figure 2.13: Diﬀerence of data transmission originated in BC forwarding between CCN
and IP.
shortest path and content download can be completed around edges even when a request
packet has been passed through the core of the network as shown in Fig. 2.13(b). Hence,
IP’s download traﬃc tends not to be transferred in the core of the network as compared
with CCN, and popular contents are stably located at the edges as shown in Fig. 2.14
Figure 2.15 shows a comparison of on-path/oﬀ-path cache hit ratio of CCN and IP.
As shown in Fig. 2.15(a), IP’s on-path cache hit ratio is higher than CCN especially for
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Figure 2.14: Spatial cache distribution.
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(b) Oﬀ-path.
Figure 2.15: Diﬀerence of cache hit ratio between CCN and IP.
popular contents whose content IDs are 1-100. This is because the popular contents are
stably cached in the network in IP, and cache hit occurs especially around the edge of the
network close to users. In CCN, content download passes through the core of the network,
and cached popular contents can be frequently replaced by other content downloads as
compared with IP. Even if cache hit has not occurred in on-path, users can successfully
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Figure 2.16: Hop count distribution of data packets in CCN and IP.
download contents from oﬀ-path cache as shown in Fig. 2.15(b). This feature is one of
beneﬁts of the BC method, but sometimes has a negative eﬀect on network performance.
Figure 2.16 shows hop count distribution of data packets. The maximum hop count of
IP, which is equal to network diameter, is 7 because IP’s download path of data packets
is the shortest path. The maximum hop count of CCN is 11 and increased by 57%. For
average performance, the average data hop count of CCN is 4.58, and that of IP is 4.31. IP’s
download path is the shortest path and relatively shorter than CCN’s one. CCN’s download
path is the reverse path of Interest packets and tends to be routed to the core of the network.
As a result, traﬃc load increases especially in the core area in the case of CCN. IP can
avoid such traﬃc concentration by shortest path routing of data traﬃc and ﬁltering eﬀect,
i.e. stably-cached popular contents around edges. Traﬃc load of IP is totally reduced by
8% compared with CCN in our evaluation. (Deﬁnition of traﬃc load is the number of
transmitted data packets in the network.) Therefore, IP has better performance compared
to CCN in terms of traﬃc load by mitigating traﬃc concentration in the core area.
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2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we evaluated the performance of an in-network guidance method, Bread-
crumbs, with several cache decision policies in comparisons with shortest path routing.
When shortest path routing is adopted as the forwarding policy, cache decision policies,
Fix(p), LCD, and ProbCache that distribute high-popular contents in a whole network
show high performance because content search for cached contents is limited to the on-
path. However, when we use Breadcrumbs, the range of cache discovery is expanded to
oﬀ-path caches. In TERC, not only high popular contents but also middle and low popular
contents are also cached. TERC makes eﬀective bc-trail because all routers on this trail
store the corresponding content. Therefore, in this chapter we clearly reveal that combi-
nation of BC and TERC brings eﬀective usage of oﬀ-path cached contents, which has not
been deeply investigated thus far. These characteristics were observed both in two network
environments, i.e. emerging CCN/NDN and conventional IP networks.
In the next chapter, we explain a problem of TERC combined with BC and propose a
cache decision policy suitable for BC.
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Chapter 3
Eﬀective Caching Policy for
Breadcrumbs in Content-Centric
Networking
As described in the previous chapter, the combination of BC and TERC is eﬀective because
this combination brings diversity of cached contents. However, TERC is also called CEE
(Cache Everything Everywhere), and each intermediate router on a download path always
caches incoming data packets. This cache decision, TERC, is well known to make cached
contents in a network highly dynamic. Frequent replacement of cached contents degrades
guidance performance of BC due to increase of guidance failures by BC.
In this chapter, we propose a cache decision policy based on betweenness centrality
and content popularity, which is suitable for Breadcrumbs. Our proposed cache decision
policy makes popular contents located at edge area of a network, which stabilizes popular
cached contents. Moderate popular contents tend to be stored in core area, which induces
in-network guided requests to encounter cached contents more frequently. Our perfor-
mance evaluation results reveal that the combination of Breadcrumbs and our proposed
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cache decision policy improves cache hit performance compared to existing cache decision
policies.
3.1 Less Cache Policy based on Betweenness Centrality
Reducing frequency of cache replacement is eﬀective way to increase cache hit performance
in ICN. W. Chai, et al. [15] have proposed a centrality-based cache decision policy to
decrease frequency of in-network cache replacement. Betweenness centrality [9] is deﬁned
as the following equation.
cBv =
∑
iv j∈V
σi, j,v
σi, j
, ∀v ∈ V, (3.1)
where σi, j is the number of content delivery paths from user node i to content server node
j, and σi, j,v is the number of content delivery paths from node i to node j that pass through
node v. The content delivery path means the shortest path in this work. These values {cBv }
are conﬁgured on each node v ∈ V and used for cache decision making.
When a user transmits a request packet, the maximum value of betweenness centrality
among nodesVSP on the shortest path SP, i.e., max∀v∈VSP {cBv } is copied onto the request
packet. When the request packet ﬁnds a corresponding data packet, the value recorded on
the request packet is also copied onto the corresponding data packet. During the data packet
transmission, each node compares the value of betweenness centrality recorded on the data
packet with its own one. If the recorded value matches a node’s one, the node decides
to cache the incoming data packet. Otherwise, the node does not cache the data packet.
In such a way, cache replacement in a network is reduced and high-centrality nodes tend
to possess popular contents because popular contents are frequently downloaded by users.
These cached contents are also reused by the users’ subsequent requests. This behavior
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promotes the network to possess popular contents, and cache hit performance is improved
compared to existing cache decision policies. However, this proposal assumes to use SPR
for forwarding strategy and does not take account of other forwarding strategies. Also,
diversity of cached contents is low because only popular contents tend to be cached in the
network.
3.2 Cache Decision Policy based on Betweenness Central-
ity and Content Popularity
In this section, we propose a cache decision policy based on betweenness centrality and
content popularity. Betweenness centrality is used for suppressing redundant cached con-
tents in a network and placing popular contents to the edge of the network. Cache hits for
the popular contents are frequently caused by the edge routers close to users, and content
downloads are likely to be completed around the edge area. Cache replacement frequency
is reduced in the core area, and in-network caches are stabilized. As a result, BC can
successfully ﬁnd these stabilized caches, and BC forwarding performs well. This is the ﬁrst
purpose of our proposal. Secondly, by taking content popularity into account, the cached
contents are diversiﬁed. Diversity of the cached contents enables the BC method to retrieve
various contents from in-network caches.
Eq. (3.2) is decision factor for content k at node v, which is used for our proposed
cache decision.
df kv =
1
cBv
· pk, (3.2)
where cBv is betweenness centrality of node v deﬁned in Eq. (3.1), and pk is popularity
of content k. In this chapter, we assume that distribution of content popularity follows
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the Zipf distribution [10], i.e. pk = 1/k
α
∑L
l=1 1/lα
, where the total number of contents is L.
Popularity factor α is set to 1.0. Generally popularity of contents is not easily obtained
at each router. Measurement of traversing contents [6] or some authorized measurement
site oﬀering popularity of contents enables each router to obtain these information. In our
deﬁnition of the decision factor, the inverse number of betweenness centrality is multiplied
by content popularity. This decision factor lets popular contents tend to be cached at the
edge nodes, which have low centrality. Unpopular contents are not likely to be cached.
This encourages reduction of redundant cached contents and cache replacement frequency.
A downloaded data packet is just stored in the router(s) which gives the maximum along
the shortest path from an end user to a content server.
Algorithm 1 shows cache decision algorithm of our proposal. This algorithm achieves
our two goals described above. In the initial state, betweenness centrality {cBv } and content
popularity {pk} are given at each node, and the value of df kinterest is initialized. When node
v receives an Interest packet for content k, node v calculates decision factor with Eq. 3.2.
Also, node v looks up its Content Store CSv, and compares df kv with the minimum decision
factor of cached contents, i.e. min∀kn∈KCSv {df
kn
data}. KCSv is the set of cached contents in
CSv. If df kv is larger than the minimum decision factor, the node v updates df kinterest stored
in the Interest packet. When an Interest ﬁnds the corresponding ContentObject packet for
content k, the value stored in the Interest is copied onto the ContentObject packet as df kdata.
During transmission of the ContentObject packet k, each node v decides whether to store
the transmitted ContentObject packet. If the value of df kv matches df kdata, node v caches
the ContentObject packet. Otherwise, node v does not cache the ContentObject packet and
only forwards it.
This algorithm is based on the less cache policy of the existing approach as described
in the section 3.1. Additionally, our proposal uses information of cached contents on a
content delivery path by looking up them during Interest transmission. This behavior limits
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Algorithm 1 Centrality- and popularity-based caching.
Input: {cBv }, {pk}, ∀v ∈ V, ∀k ∈ K
Initialize: df kinterest ← 0
When node v received Interest for content k
calculate df kv
look up cached data KCSv and get the minimum decision factor
if df kv > min∀kn ∈KCSv {df
kn
data
} ∧ df kv > df
k
interest then
df kinterest ← df
k
v
else
do nothing
end if
When Interest k ﬁnd a ContentObject packet
df k
data
← df kinterest
send back the ContentObject
When node v received ContentObject for content k
if df kv = df kdata then
cache ContentObject k and forward it
else
do not cache ContentObject k and only forward it
end if
the range of caching nodes on the content delivery path, and each content is cached at
appropriate location, i.e. highly popular contents are at the edge and moderately popular
contents are at the core of a network. Extremely unpopular contents are not likely to be
cached.
Figure 3.1 brieﬂy shows a beneﬁt of our proposed caching algorithm. The horizontal
axis shows router locations of a content delivery path, a shortest path between an end user
and a content server. v1 is the one-hop upward router from the end user, and vm is the
one-hop downward router fro the content server. Generally, routers close to edge (end
hosts) have low betweenness centrality and core routers, generally located around center
of the content delivery path, have high betweenness centrality. The vertical axis shows
content popularity. The curved line shows the minimum popularity of cached contents at
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Figure 3.1: Beneﬁt of our proposed caching algorithm.
each router when our proposal is applied. When a new request for content kx is sent from
v1 to vm, content popularity of kx is compared at each router with the minimum popularity
of cached contents. If popularity of kx is lower than the minimum popularity of cached
contents, this router is not selected as a candidate for caching node. Thus, routers within
caching range depicted on content popularity line kx in the ﬁgure, are candidates for caching
node for this content. Along these candidates, the router(s) with the lowest betweenness
centrality is selected as the router for caching this content in our algorithm. Thus, caching
points denoted in the ﬁgure (two red circles on the content popularity line kx) are selected
as caching nodes. When popularity of content ky, pky , is lower than pkx , this caching range
is narrower than that of kx as shown in this ﬁgure. Therefore, low popular contents tend to
be stored in core side of the network by our proposed algorithm. High popular contents are
to be stored at edge side of the network.
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3.3 Performance Evaluation
3.3.1 Evaluation Model
In this section, our proposed cache decision policy is evaluated. Throughout the simula-
tions, we use BC and LRU for the forwarding strategy and the cache replacement policy,
respectively. The following two cache decision policies are evaluated.
• TERC: The original policy of CCN/NDN [28, 59]
• Proposal: Our proposed policy
Simulation tool is ndnSIM 1.0 [66]. The network model for evaluation is the Barabási-
Albert model [2], which is created with topology generator BRITE[60]. The number of
routers is 100, and one user is connected to each router. Total number of contents is 10000.
These contents are placed to randomly selected 5 content servers. Capacity of each router’s
CS is 5 packets. Popularity of users’ content request follows the Zipf distribution (α = 1.0)
[10], and Interest generation rate at each user is 1.0 packet per second.
3.3.2 Eﬀect on Cached Contents
Firstly, we investigate an eﬀect of our proposal on cached contents. Figure 3.2 shows
normalized cache residence time ratio of our proposal. Cache residence time ratio for
content k is deﬁned as follows,
∑
v∈V lv,k∑
v∈V
∑
k∈K lv,k
, (3.3)
where lv,k denotes cache lifetime for content k at node v. Cache lifetime is deﬁned as time
interval from generation time period of a stored content to its evicted time period. In this
ﬁgure, cache residence time ratio of our proposal is normalized with results obtained for
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Figure 3.2: Normalized cache residence time ratio vs content ID.
TERC. The horizontal axis shows content IDs that are sorted in descending order of content
popularity. In this chapter, we deﬁne the contents whose IDs are from 1 to 10 as high-
popular contents, the contents whose IDs are from 11 to 1000 as middle-popular contents,
and the others as low-popular contents. As shown in Fig. 3.2, high-popular contents are
stably cached in the network, and low-popular contents are not likely to be cached with our
proposal. In this ﬁgure, eﬀect of our cache decision policy is brieﬂy conﬁrmed.
In Fig. 3.3, we focus on topological characteristics. This ﬁgure shows geographical
distribution of cached contents. The x-axis denotes router IDs that are sorted in descending
order of betweenness centrality. Routers that have small IDs have high-centrality. Cache
residence time ratios for all contents are depicted as heat map. As shown in the ﬁgures,
high-popular contents are more stably cached at the edge of network, i.e., the routers whose
IDs are from 11 to 100. Our proposal enables the edge routers to cache high-popular
contents. The middle- and low-popular contents are rarely cached especially at the core of
the network, i.e., routers whose IDs are from 1 to 10. The white dots in the Fig. 3.3(b)
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(a) TERC.
(b) Propsal.
Figure 3.3: Geographical distribution of cached contents.
means that no caches are created in the network throughout the simulation. In our proposal,
decision factor is deﬁned as multiplication of the inverse number of betweenness centrality
and content popularity. Therefore, the decision factor for middle- and low-popular contents
is enormously low at high-centrality routers. In other words, these routers prepare a space
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(a) Download from servers. (b) Download from on-path caches.
(c) Download from oﬀ-path caches.
Figure 3.4: Classiﬁcation of download ratio.
to cache for moderately popular contents.
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Table 3.1: Content download ratio.
server on-path oﬀ-path
TERC 0.567 0.143 0.289
Proposal 0.534 0.158 0.307
3.3.3 Cache Hit Performance
In this section, we evaluate cache hit performance. Table 3.1 shows download ratio for each
method. Download ratio is deﬁned as the ratios of the number of Interest packets forwarded
to the servers, on-path caches, or oﬀ-path caches divided by the total number of transmitted
Interest packets. Our proposal slightly improves cache hit performance for both on-path and
oﬀ-path compared to TERC. In Fig. 3.4, we focus on content popularity of the downloaded
contents. As shown in Fig. 3.4(a), our proposal reduces downloads from original content
servers for all contents compared to TERC. There are two reasons for the performance
improvement. The ﬁrst reason is that increase of on-path cache hit for the high-popular
contents. Our proposal encourages the edge routers to store the high-popular contents. As
shown in Fig. 3.4(b), this situation promotes on-path cache hits and reduces download
traﬃc for popular contents from the core of the network. Secondly, this situation also
aﬀects cache hit performance in oﬀ-path as in Fig. 3.4(c). Traﬃc demand for high-popular
contents is satisﬁed and ﬁltered by on-path caches around the edge routers, and traﬃc load
of the high-popular contents are alleviated. Cached contents around the network core are
stabilized and cache hit performance for the middle-popular contents is totally improved by
BC forwarding. As a result, cache hit ratio for the middle-popular contents, whose IDs are
11 to 1000, especially increases as shown in Table 3.2.
Figure 3.5 shows forwarding performance of BC. In our proposal, the number of Interest
packets guided by BC is less than TERC as in Fig. 3.5(a). As described in Fig. 3.5(b),
however, failure rate of BC forwarding is much lower than TERC especially for the high-
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Table 3.2: Cache hit ratio.
Content ID 1-10 11-1000 1001-10000
TERC 0.933 0.323 0.012
Proposal 0.942 0.386 0.015
and middle-popular contents. In our proposal, the high-popular contents are downloaded
from on-path caches. Download traﬃc for the high-popular contents decreases and cache
replacement frequency in the network is reduced. This makes in-network caches more
stable. Figure 3.6 shows cache replacement characteristics. Our proposal signiﬁcantly
decreases the number of cache replacements for all contents by suppressing redundant
cache generation. As a result, users successfully utilize stabilized in-network caches with
BC forwarding.
(a) The number of guided Interest packets by BC. (b) Failure rate of BC forwarding.
Figure 3.5: BC forwarding characteristics.
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Figure 3.6: Cache replacement characteristics.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a cache decision policy suitable for BC in CCN/NDN. The
policy controls location to be cached based on betweenness centrality on a content delivery
path and content popularity of a requested content. Our proposal enables popular contents
to be stably cached at the edge of the network. Unpopular contents are not likely to be
cached in the network. As a result, frequency of cache replacement decreases and cache
hit performance is improved due to the oﬀ-path cache guidance by BC forwarding.
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Chapter 4
Resource Pooling in Multipath
Congestion Control for Content-Centric
Networking
Cache control schemes studied in Chapters 2 and 3 are essential for eﬃciently utilizing in-
network cache and improving network performance. There is, however, another dominant
factor of the network performance, congestion. When packet losses caused by congestion,
the performance is signiﬁcantly degraded. In order to handle this problem, congestion
control is an important technique for mitigating congestion and preventing the packet losses
in the network.
In information networks, many users concurrently utilize network resources. Resource
Pooling concept has been proposed as fair sharing of total network resources among all users
sharing a network so that awhole network is treated as a single pooled resource. MPTCP has
been proposed as one of the most promising congestion controls which realize the resource
pooling in the situation that each user can utilize multiple paths. In CCN/NDN, several
multipath/multisource congestion control methods have been proposed. A fundamental
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diﬀerence between CCN congestion control and MPTCP where single source is assumed,
is multisource and the resource pooling in multipath/multisource situation is quite a new
research issue. In this chapter, we discuss congestion control for CCN from the viewpoint of
the resource pooling and show that the previously proposed congestion control satisﬁes the
resource pooling concept. Our simulation results also show that the proposed congestion
control achieves macroscopic fairness among users, which means the resource pooling
concept is satisﬁed.
4.1 Resource Pooling in Multipath Congestion Control
This section gives detailed explanation of existing multipath congestion control both in IP
and CCN from the viewpoint of resource pooling.
4.1.1 Multipath Congestion Control in IP
MPTCP [46, 24], the most commonly used multipath congestion control in the current
Internet, sets the following three design goals to realize resource pooling.
1. Improve throughput
A multipath ﬂow should perform at least as well as the single-path ﬂow which would
have obtained the best throughput. This ensures that a user has an incentive to deploy
multipath.
2. Do no harm
A multipath ﬂow should not obtain any more capacity on each path than if it would
have obtained in a single path case. This guarantees that multipath does not exces-
sively harm other ﬂows.
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Figure 4.1: Example of Multipath TCP’s design goals.
3. Balance congestion
A multipath ﬂow should move as much traﬃc as possible from its most-congested
paths, subject to meeting the ﬁrst two goals.
Figure 4.1 shows the case where MPTCP shares its path with TCP and we would like
to brieﬂy explain these three goals with this case. In this example, only subﬂow fa routed
on path a of a multipath ﬂow (MPTCP) utilizes link l1, and the other subﬂow fb on path
b shares the bottleneck link l2 with singlepath TCP ﬂow f TCPc . MPTCP’s total throughput
ttotal is equal to
∑
fi∈F t fi where t fi is throughput of subﬂow fi and F is the set of subﬂow
of MPTCP, i.e. fa, fb in this example. A singlepath TCP ﬂow f TCPj on path j gains t
TCP
fj
.
The ﬁrst goal, improve throughput can be expressed by the following equation,
ttotal ≥ max tTCPf , ∀ f ∈ F = { fa, fb}. (4.1)
This condition is an incentive of multipath utilization for users. The second goal, do no
harm means,
t f ≤ tTCPf , ∀ f ∈ F = { fa, fb}. (4.2)
Even when MPTCP is used by the upper host in the ﬁgure, throughput of regular TCP is
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guaranteed by this condition and users using conventional TCP are not negatively impacted
by MPTCP. The third goal, balance congestion moves traﬃc from a congested path to an
uncongested path as much as possible with satisfying the above two equations. In our
simple example in Fig. 4.1, MPTCP’s traﬃc on path b should be moved to path a as much
as possible.
In order to conduct this traﬃc migration required for balance congestion, MPTCP
utilizes Window Coupling (WC). In WC, congestion window for each path is coupled with
other subﬂow(s) and cooperatively managed. WC utilizes the size of congestion window
as a barometer of congestion on each path. In other words, when the size of window for a
path is small, a sender assumes the path is congested, and vice versa.
In conventional TCP, window size of path r , wr , additively increases per ACK (Ac-
knowledgement) reception as shown in Eq. 4.3. When congestion has occurred on path r ,
window size is multiplicatively decreased as in Eq. 4.4,
wr ← wr +
1
wr
, (4.3)
wr ←
wr
2
. (4.4)
In WC, wr , window size of path r increases and decreases in a coupled manner as shown
in Eq. 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.
wr ← wr +
1
w
, (4.5)
wr ← wr −
w
b
, (4.6)
where w is coupled window size, i.e. w =
∑
r∈R wr . R is the set of paths of a multipath ﬂow.
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In Eq. 4.6, b is a constant parameter. In TCP’s uncoupled window control, wr increases
1 segment per RTT, thus, the increased amount of traﬃc is independent of the current
window size wr . In MPTCP, because the number of ACKs received from path r per RTT
is wr , wr increases wr/w per RTT. This means the increased amount of each congestion
window depends on its window size wr . In other words, when congestion window of a
path is relatively large compared to other paths, the congestion window increases more
aggressively.
MPTCP originally introduced the fully coupled method where both increase and de-
crease of window size are coupled, and balance congestion is positively performed to
achieve resource pooling. Fully coupled, however, is reported to cause a ﬂappy problem.
In fully coupled, when window size of a multipath ﬂow is occasionally transferred to one
path, this imbalanced situation is kept for a certain long time. Accidentally, window size is
ﬂip to another path. This behavior is repeated until the ﬂow completion and called ﬂappy.
Because the linked increase where only window increase is coupled and decrease is uncou-
pled, can resolve this ﬂappy problem, MPTCP uses linked increase as its window control
algorithm. Although this method departs slightly from the complete resource pooling, it
can avoid the ﬂappy problem and stably utilize network resources.
4.1.2 Multipath Congestion Control in CCN
In CCN/NDN, a data packet (ContentObject) is transferred on the reverse path of the
corresponding request packet (Interest). Users can control transmission rate of data packets
by rate adaptation of its transmitting Interest packets [11, 50, 13, 49, 12, 41]. This kind of
congestion control is categorized into two types, end-to-end approach and hop-by-hop one.
In the end-to-end approach, transmission rate of Interests is regulated by a receiver
(user). ICP (Interest Control Protocol) [11], CCTCP (Content Centric TCP) [50], and
RAAQM (Remote Adaptive Active Queue Management) [13] are categorized into this
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end-to-end approach. ICP and CCTCP are TCP-like window-based congestion control
with AIMD (Additive Increase/Multiplicative Decrease) algorithm. In both methods, a
receiver only manages one congestion window even if its download path has been branched
to multiple sources. Thus, the receiver cannot adequately regulate its transmission rate
according to congestion state of each branching path, which prevents it from achieving
resource pooling. RAAQM is window-based multipath-aware congestion control that
utilizes path identiﬁcation with RTT measurement. There are two policies for Interest
forwarding, one is a random forwarding policy and the other is a static weight-based
forwarding policy. From viewpoint of resource pooling, the ﬁrst policy cannot forward
Interest to branches at appropriate data rate. The second policy cannot also adapt to
dynamic change of congestion state.
HoBHIS (Hop-By-Hop Interest Shaping mechanism) [49], HR-ICP (Hop-by-hop and
Receiver-driven Interest Control Protocol) [12], and Flow-aware [41] are categorized into
the hop-by-hop approach, where each intermediate router independently regulates Interest
transmission rate according to congestion state of neighboring communication links. With
these methods, microscale rate control at link level is performed and link-level microscopic
fairness would be achieved. However, macroscale resource pooling cannot be achieved
because each router does not have the global view.
INRPP (In-Network Resource Pooling Principle) [45] has been proposed to address
resource pooling in CCN/NDN. In INRPP, a router which detects congestion on a path
discovers another path to oﬄoad data traﬃc. If oﬄoading paths were not found, the router
conducts back pressure and mitigate the congestion. Oﬄoading traﬃc from a congested
path to non-congested one accelerates resource pooling, however, INRPP does not assume
“multisource” download frommultiple content servers. Therefore INRPP cannot be applied
tomultisource casewhich is generally themost important and powerful advantage of content
oriented networks, such as CCN/NDN.
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4.2 MSC4N (MultiSource Congestion Control for Content
Centric Networks)
In this section, we discuss resource pooling of MSC4N which has been proposed for
multisource congestion control in CCN/NDN [38]. Section 4.2.1 gives an overview of
MSC4N. Section 4.2.2 gives consideration of MSC4N from the technical perspective of
resource pooling.
4.2.1 Overview of MSC4N
In MSC4N, routers on a download path actively intervene in receiver’s congestion control
because the routers can directly detect congestion by observing their buﬀers. This cooper-
ation enables MSC4N to adequately control congestion occurred at anywhere in networks
without obtaining location information of a congested path.
MSC4N has the following four technical features.
Router
1. Weight-based probabilistic Interest forwarding
2. Early-stage congestion detection and notiﬁcation
3. Adequate data rate reduction
Receiver
4. Congestion-aware window decrease
Figure 4.2 shows an overview of MSC4N. In MSC4N, a receiver regulates Interest trans-
mission rate based on AIMD algorithm, and (1) a router at a branching point forwards
incoming Interest packets based on probability computed by weight for each branching path
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Figure 4.2: Overview of MSC4N.
toward a content server. This weight is dynamically updated according to congestion state
of the branching paths. (2) In order to prevent overﬂow of buﬀers, every router detects a
sign of congestion in early stage and proactively notiﬁes the receiver of the congestion with
NAK (Negative Acknowledgement) packets. (3) The ﬁrst branching router that receives
congestion notiﬁcation from a congested link decreases data traﬃc by half. The second
and later branching routers adequately update their weight and reduce data traﬃc on the
congested link. (4) The receiver also decreases its window size based on the weight of
the congested link which is conveyed with NAK. With the above procedures, MSC4N can
adequately halve data traﬃc only of a congested link in multisource download. The other
uncongested paths are not aﬀected. Due to limitations of space, we would like to omit the
detailed mechanism of MSC4N, and please refer to [38] for more detailed information.
4.2.2 Resource Pooling and MSC4N
In this section, we discuss about adaptability of the proposed MSC4N to resource pooling,
i.e. whether MSC4N can achieve resource pooling by accomplishing the three design
goals. MSC4N assumes multisource download where a download path can have multiple
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branching points. In this section, we consider the case that there is one branching point in
a download path for simplicity. A receiver increases its congestion window based on Eq.
4.7 per ContentObject reception and decreases based on Eq. 4.8 per NAK reception.
w ← w +
1
w
, (4.7)
w ← w(1 −
d
2
), (4.8)
where w is congestion window size at the receiver, and d is traﬃc ratio of a congested
path to the total traﬃc from the receiver. d is deﬁned as d = gi∑
j∈J gj
, where g j is weight
of interface j and J is set of output interfaces registered in an FIB entry. The value of
d therefore denotes ratio of traﬃc routed to congested path i to all traﬃc transferred in
multipath. This value is notiﬁed with NAK by a router which has detected congestion.
For the ﬁrst goal (improve throughput), TCP-like congestion control increases wr (win-
dow size of each path r) as in Eq. 4.3 and decreases by half as in Eq. 4.4. When MSC4N
is simply applied only to a single path, window increase and decrease behavior would be
the same as AIMD behavior of TCP-like method as in Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4. Throughput of
MSC4N is equal to that of TCP-like approach. MSC4N can utilize other multiple paths
for content download in addition to the single path. This means improve throughput is
deﬁnitely satisﬁed. For the second goal (do no harm), in TCP-like congestion control,
window size for each path increases 1 segment per RTT. MSC4N increases gi∑
j∈J gj
< 1 per
RTT.With respect to window decrease, both methods decrease their congestion windows by
half. MSC4N’s throughput never exceeds TCP-like congestion control’s one on each path.
For the third goal (balance congestion), in MSC4N, the amount of window increase at a
branching point for path i is equal to gi∑
j∈J gj
per RTT. gi∑
j∈J gj
means weight of probabilistic
Interest forwarding for path i, i.e. barometer of congestion on path i. When the value
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of gi∑
j∈J gj
is large, path i is not congested and more likely to be utilized for transferring
traﬃc, and vice versa. Therefore, traﬃc transferred on a congested path is actively moved
to uncongested paths and balance congestion would be accomplished.
Next, we will discuss an analogy of window control between MSC4N and the linked
increasemethod inMPTCP. In linked increase,WC is applied towindow increase, and a path
which has relatively-large window size tends to increase its congestion window. Window
size for path r , i.e. wr , increases wrw per RTT. In MSC
4N, a receiver additively increases
congestion window per RTT based on Eq. 4.7, and traﬃc amount which transferred on
branching path i increases 1 · gi∑
j∈J gj
. Also gi∑
j∈J gj
can be regarded as wiw by window size wi
which is theoretical1 window size of path i. Window increase is coupled in both methods,
therefore, MSC4N and linked increase in MPTCP have an analogy in terms of window
increase. For window decrease phase, linked increase halves window size of a congested
path based on Eq. 4.4. MSC4N also decreases traﬃc transferred in a congested path by
half with Eq. 4.8. As described above, MSC4N has an analogy with the linked increase
method in terms of window control mechanisms. Therefore, MSC4N has a possibility to
achieve resource pooling for multipath/multisource communications in CCN/NDN.
4.3 Performance Evaluation
Firstly, we evaluate the ﬂappy problem, which is one of the technical problems of resource
pooling in multipath communications, in Section 4.3.1. Next, we evaluate MSC4N from the
resource pooling viewpoint in Section 4.3.2. Throughout our evaluation, we use ndnSIM
[66], which is the famous CCN/NDN simulator based on ns-3 [65].
1In MSC4N, a router at a branching point probabilistically forwards incoming Interest packets to output
interfaces. Precise amount of traﬃc that transferred in path i ﬂuctuates and may be slightly diﬀerent from wi .
In this chapter, we deﬁne theoretical window size wi as the product of forwarding probability for path i and
window size of receiver w.
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Figure 4.3: Evaluation topology (Shared bottleneck model).
4.3.1 Flappy
Flappy signiﬁcantly degrades stability of data traﬃc transferred in multiple paths. In order
to stably utilize resources in the multiple paths, MPTCP emphasized avoidance of the ﬂappy
above all and utilized linked increase algorithm to avoid the ﬂappy. The ﬂappy problem
can also occur in CCN/NDN.
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Figure 4.4: Theoretical window size.
Figure 4.3 shows an evaluation topology, which is used in [46] for observing the ﬂappy
problem. In this model, two ﬂows of the receiver share the bottleneck link between R4
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and R5, whose capacity is 10 [Mbps]. Capacity of the other links is 10 [Gbps]. RTT
between the receiver and the server is 80 [ms]. Payload size of ContentObject packet is 1
[KB]. Simulation time is 1500 seconds. The router (R5) sends congestion notiﬁcations, i.e.
NAK packets when its queue length reaches 100 packets. MSC4N is compared with Fully
Coupled-like Congestion Control (FC3) where both of window increase and decrease are
coupled in CCN/NDN.
Figure 4.4 shows theoretical window size of FC3 and MSC4N on each path. As shown
in Fig. 4.4(a), with FC3, initially data traﬃc is concentrated on path a for 100-450 [sec],
then, the traﬃc ﬂips to path b around 500 [sec]. This is ﬂappy, and the ﬂappy causes unfair
resource utilization of multiple paths. In contrast, theoretical window size of MSC4N for
each path is stabilized as shown in Fig. 4.4(b). Figure 4.5 shows dynamics of theoretical
window size for each path. Window decrease lines are not depicted in this ﬁgure. Density
of the plots means congestion windows are likely to be maintained at that point. Many plots
of MSC4N are concentrated around w1 = w2, while those of FC3 are concentrated close to
either w1 = 0 or w2 = 0 for a long time. From these results, MSC4N can stably and fairly
utilize multipath resources by avoiding ﬂappy.
4.3.2 Resource Pooling
Next, we evaluate performance of MSC4N from the resource pooling viewpoint. Figure 4.6
shows an evaluation topology based on the fence model in MPTCP [46, 24](our model is
modiﬁed to be multi-source model). MPTCP applies RED (Radom Early Detection) [23]
as active queue management in order to remove phase eﬀects. We also apply RED for our
evaluation to avoid the phase eﬀects. The RED parameters, minth,maxth, and maxp are
set to 100 [pkt], 200 [pkt], and 0.02, respectively. There are four bottleneck links (link
1-4) whose bandwidth are 10 [Mbps], the other links’ capacity is 10 [Gbps]. The other
simulation parameters are the same with the previous evaluation.
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Figure 4.5: Dynamics of theoretical window size.
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Figure 4.6: Evaluation topology (Fence model).
Figure 4.7 shows forwarding probability of Interest at each branching router. The
horizontal yellow line on each graph shows the ideal value of forwarding probability of
Interest so that the four bottleneck links are fairly shared based on the resource pooling
concept. As shown in this ﬁgure, MSC4N can stably forward Interest packets with the ideal
probability. This means balance congestion is roughly achieved, and the receivers A and C
can move traﬃc from congested paths (link 2, 3) to uncongested paths (link 1, 4).
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Figure 4.7: Forwarding probability of Interest for each branching path at routers.
Throughput characteristics of receivers are the most important performance metrics in
resource pooling. Figure 4.8 shows total throughput characteristic and its breakdown of each
branching path. In Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.8(c), the darkest-colored lines denote total throughput
of receiver A and C. The lightest-colored lines show throughput of shared bottleneck links
(link 2, 3). These results show that traﬃc on the congested paths (link 2, 3) of receiver A
and C is moved to uncongested path (link 1, 4) and is stably regulated. As shown in Fig.
4.8(b), total throughput of receiver B is slightly less than that of receiver A/C because both
links are relatively congested compared to link 1 or link 4. Receiver B, however, stably
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(a) Receiver A. (b) Receiver B.
(c) Receiver C.
Figure 4.8: Throughput characteristics.
utilizes multiple paths and gains a certain level of throughput on average. Table 4.1 shows
the average throughput of each receiver and throughput normalized by receiver B. When
uncoupled congestion control like TCP was used for multipath communications, bandwidth
of link 1 and 4 would be exclusively used by receiver A and C, respectively. Bandwidth
of link 2(3) is fairly shared by receiver A and B(B and C). As a result, total throughput
of receiver A/C is approximately 1.5 times of receiver B’s throughput, i.e. normalized
throughput of receiver A/C is equal to 1.50. With MSC4N, the normalized throughput
is 1.25 at the highest, and fairness among receivers is improved. Therefore, MSC4N can
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achieve resource pooling at a certain level in CCN/NDN multipath communications and
stably utilize multipath resources without the ﬂappy problem.
Table 4.1: The average performance of throughput.
Rcv A Rcv B Rcv C
average [Mbps] 13.4 10.7 13.0
normalized 1.25 1 1.21
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced a key concept for multipath resource sharing, resource
pooling, and MPTCP which is the most famous congestion control addressing the resource
pooling in IP networks. We discussed an analogy of MPTCP and MSC4N, the previously
proposed multipath congestion control in CCN/NDN. Simulation results show that MSC4N
can avoid ﬂappy problem and stably utilize multipath communication resources. Also,
MSC4N could achieve resource pooling at a certain level as well as MPTCP.
After we have made studies on basic technologies, i.e. route and cache control schemes
in ICN traﬃc control, in this chapter, we studied congestion control to provide better network
performance for users. By taking account of these control schemes, we can eﬃciently utilize
network resources including cached contents and communication links in CCN/NDN.
In the later chapters, we make studies on applied technologies in ICN traﬃc control.
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Chapter 5
Energy Eﬃcient Information Retrieval
for Content-Centric Networking in
Disaster Environment
From this chapter, we shift our vision to applied technologies in CCN/NDN traﬃc control.
Especially in this chapter, we conduct research on application of CCN/NDN to disaster
communications, which is one of the most prospective use cases.
Communication infrastructures under the inﬂuence of the disaster strikes e.g. earth-
quake, will be partitioned due to the signiﬁcant damage of network components such as base
stations. The communication model of the Internet bases on a location-oriented ID, i.e. IP
address, and depends on the DNS for name resolution. Therefore such damage remarkably
deprives the reachability to the information. To achieve robustness of information retrieval
in disaster situation, we try to apply CCN/NDN to information networks fragmented by the
disaster strikes. However, existing retransmission control in CCN is not suitable for the
fragmented networks with intermittent links due to the timer-based end-to-end behavior.
Also, the intermittent links cause a problem for cache behavior. In order to resolve these
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technical issues, we propose a new packet forwarding schemewith the dynamic routing pro-
tocol which resolves retransmission control problem and cache control scheme suitable for
the fragmented networks. Our simulation results reveal that the proposed caching scheme
can stably store popular contents into cache storages of routers and improve cache hit ratio.
And they also reveal that our proposed packet forwarding method signiﬁcantly improves
traﬃc load, energy consumption and content retrieval delay.
5.1 Fragmented Content Centric Networks
In this chapter, we apply CCN as information distribution platform in fragmented networks
in the aftermath of disaster. Figure 5.1 shows an example of assumed network in our
scenario. We assume that the network is fragmented due to damage of the components in
disaster situations. In this environment, rescue cars and helicopters go around shelterswhich
accommodate evacuees. Rescue teams, e.g., organization of the government: the police,
the Self-Defense Forces, and the ﬁre ﬁghting, set their headquarters at the institutions
like Government Oﬃce (GO) that have the accessibility to the Internet. They explore
damage situations, manage transportation of relief goods and provide accurate information
to evacuees. The vehicles equipped with CCN routers and wireless antennas to delivery
messages are called Data Mules (DMs). Each shelter holds some Gateways (GWs). The
GWs play two roles, a wireless access point for evacuees and a CCN router. The CCN
routers in the DMs and the GWs have high capacity storages, and store contents such as
safety messages. The DMs and the GWs communicate each other and all messages from/to
User Devices (UDs) in the shelter are transferred through the GWs.
In this network, the communication links between theDMs and theGWsare intermittent.
Long term disconnection and short term connection will occur. In order to recognize the
intermittent links and realize reliable communications, a dynamic routing protocol that
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Figure 5.1: Fragmented Content-Centric Networks.
recognizes the intermittent links and a packet forwarding scheme that eﬃciently transfers
packets are needed.
5.1.1 Impact of Intermittent Links
In this section, we explain the technical issues of intermittent links. First, we show a problem
of CCN/NDN’s retransmission control. We then describe the impact of intermittent links
on cached contents.
CCN/NDN’s Retransmission Control
This section introduces transport protocol in CCN/NDN and its problem in disaster situ-
ations. In CCN, there is no speciﬁcations for transport protocol [61]. In contrast, NDN
implements reliable data transfer by applications’ Interest retransmission [59]. Such end-
to-end control imitates the retransmission mechanism of TCP, i.e., timer-base control with
RTO (Retransmission TimeOut). In the initial state, RTO is set to the default value based on
the estimated RTT. If the node receives a ContentObject during RTO, the node recalculates
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RTO with measured RTT. If no ContentObject packets return during RTO, the node infers
that the network is congested and doubles RTO value. With this RTO adjustment, the node
can reduce the load caused by retransmission, and avoid congestion collapse.
However, we assume fragmented networks in the disaster case whose links are in-
termittent. If there are intermittent links on an end-to-end path, timer-based Interest
retransmission is not appropriate. Even if a user retransmits Interest packets repeatedly,
the user may eventually not be able to retrieve ContentObject packets due to the loss of
the Interest packets. Because it is hard for the users to estimate the timing of intermittent
links’ connection and disconnection, timer-based end-to-end retransmission control does
not work properly in the fragmented networks. Furthermore, if more than two links are
intermittent and end-to-end path connectivity is always disconnected due to the intermittent
links, end-to-end retransmission deﬁnitely fails. Thus, it is necessary to develop a novel
retransmission control scheme for CCN, which is suitable for the fragmented networks.
Cached Contents
Intermittent links cause a considerable inﬂuence on cache behavior. Original CCN adopts
TERC (Transparent En-Route Caching) and LRU (Least Recently Used) for caching poli-
cies. The former is a cache decision policy and the latter is a cache replacement policy. In
the fragmented networks, when an intermittent link is recovered, a sending node transmits
multiple ContentObject packets to a receiving node at one time. If the receiver uses TERC
and LRU for its caching policies, cached ContentObject packets of the receiving node are
replaced by the sending node’s data transmission.
Figure 5.2 shows an example of the impact of intermittent links on cached contents. At
t1, Interest packets transmitted by node A reach node B. Some of the Interest packets hits on
node B and the remaining Interest packets are transferred to node C. Between t1 and t2, node
C moves to communication range of node D. At t2, node C receives ContentObject packets
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Figure 5.2: Impact of intermittent links on cached contents.
that do not hit in node B from node D. Between t2 and t3, node C moves to communication
range of node B once again. At t3, node C transmits the ContentObject packets to node
B. Because node B uses TERC and LRU, cached contents in node B are replaced by
the incoming ContentObject packets from node C. Since node C transmits ContentObject
packets to node B during connection period of the link B-C, arrival interval of the incoming
ContentObject packets from node C is much shorter than that of incoming Interest packets
from node A. In this case, cached ContentObject packets in CS on node B are rarely
accessed by the Interest packets from node A during the node C’s data transmission. Unless
the cache access occurs in the CS, access time of cached ContentObject packets never be
updated by LRU. In such a situation, all of the cached contents stored in the CS will be
replaced even if they are relatively popular contents.
To leverage in-network caches as much as possible, it is the better policy that routers
cache popular contents rather than unpopular one. The combination of TERC and LRU
is reported to store popular contents in networks. However, in fragmented networks, this
combination is less eﬀective. A caching policy that is suitable for the fragmented networks
and stable store popular contents in the networks is required.
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5.1.2 Reason for CCN
As described in the RFC 5050 [52], DTN has bundle applications closely related to its
bundle layer protocol. Usual applications that have no tolerance for delay, e.g. video
viewing, do not work well in the protocol suites deﬁned in RFC 5050. In contrast, CCN has
ability to accommodate ﬁle transfer and realtime applications. CCN abstracts interfaces to
applications, and the applications do not need to be aware of underlying layers. In disaster
situations, CCN forwarding is switched from ordinary one (e.g. OSPFN: Open Shortest
Path First for Named-data, default strategy) to our proposals (NDRP, ICOQ) described in
the next section. In other words, CCN can switch their forwarding protocol according to
network conditions. Abstracted interfaces to applications are not to be changed even when
disaster occurs. Decoupling applications from underlying protocol layers in CCN enables
ﬂexible usage of network applications both in a disaster case and usual case.
5.2 Information Retrieval Methods for Energy Eﬃcient
Disaster Communications
In order to cope with intermittent links in the fragmented networks, we propose following
three schemes.
- NDRP: name-based routing protocol
- ICOQ : packet forwarding scheme
- POP : cache decision policy
Cooperation of NDRP and ICOQ improves energy and bandwidth eﬃciency to realize
sophisticated packet transmission. POP improves cache utilization eﬃciency by stably
storing popular contents in CS.
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5.2.1 NDRP: Name-based Distance-vector Routing Protocol
NDRP is a name-based dynamic routing protocol that recognizes intermittent links. NDRP
adopts periodical updates of route information and sequence numbering of updates re-
ferring to DSDV (Destination Sequenced Distance Vector Routing Protocol) [42] used in
mobile ad hoc networks (MANET). NDRP advertises name preﬁxes for contents and allows
nodes to calculate the routes to the contents including content replicas with distance-vector
algorithm. With NDRP, every node can recognize whether there is any intermittent links
on paths to a content or not.
NDRP distinguishes three states for the route and two states for the link. Route states
are distinguished by VALID, STALE and INVALID. In the VALID state, all links on a path
to destination name preﬁx are Connected. In the STALE state, there are Disconnected links
on a path to destination name preﬁx. In the INVALID state, route timeout occurred while
the state keeps STALE. Originally, routing protocols in MANET have two route states,
VALID and INVALID. However, fragmented networks have intermittent links and the
routing protocol needs to deal with cluster-to-cluster connection. Therefore, we introduce
a medial state, STALE, for the temporary unavailable routes to retain disconnected routes
among clusters.
There are two states for the link, i.e., connectivity to the next hop neighbors. One is
Connected, the other is Disconnected. Connected means that the node keeps receiving
routing updates from neighbors. Disconnected means that the node does not receive any
updates for the link timeout. The link timeout is calculated with the following equation,
LinkTimeout [sec] = UpdateInterval [sec]
· RouteHoldTimes [count].
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Update Interval is the interval for broadcasting routing information. Route Hold Times
means the number of counts of Update Interval that keeps link state Connected. With this
equations, we only regard a link which continuously receives broadcasted control packets
as connected. Route timeout is generally set much longer than link timeout (e.g. several
hours, a few days). Route state is advertised in the routing information.
The update interval of NDRP advertisement aﬀects bandwidth/energy overhead and
content retrieval delay. As the interval of NDRP advertisement becomes long, traﬃc load
decreases and energy is saved. However, our proposal, ICOQ introduced in next section
is performed over NDRP. If the update interval is too long, delay performance of ICOQ
deteriorates. In the light of the trade-oﬀ between bandwidth/energy and delay, we’ll set the
update interval of NDRP advertisement to 5-15 [sec] throughout our evaluation.
5.2.2 ICOQ: Interest and ContentObject Queueing
ICOQ is the packet forwarding scheme suitable for the fragmented networks. In cooper-
ation with NDRP, ICOQ performs eﬃcient Interest/ContentObject forwarding that saves
bandwidth and energy. ICOQ consists of IQ (Interest Queueing) and COQ (ContentObject
Queueing).
IQ: Interest Queueing
If there is an intermittent link on a path from a user to a destination name preﬁx, the
route state is STALE and IQ is applied for upward Interest transmission. In IQ, the
user and intermediate routers execute hop-by-hop Interest retransmission instead of end-
to-end retransmission in original CCN1. The user and routers retransmit Interest packets
at periodical interval by polling their PIT. They repeat periodical retransmission until
1If there are no intermittent links on the path and the route state is VALID, the user executes end-to-end
retransmission control as usual.
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receiving an Interest ACK (Acknowledgement) or ContentObject packet from upstream
neighbors. When a node receives an Interest ACK, the node suspends hop-by-hop Interest
retransmission for a constant time. With Interest ACK, the downstream nodes hand over
the responsibility of retransmission to the next hop nodes in hop-by-hop manner. This
handover continues until the Interest packet reaches the edge of the connected path. When
the Interest packet is forwarded to the node that cannot transmit it to the next hop node due
to link disconnection, the node stores the Interest packet in its Interest Queue. The stored
Interest packet is forwarded when link connectivity is recovered.
Figure 5.3 shows an example of IQ’s forwarding mechanism. We assume a situation
that node A requests contents stored in node D. Since there is an intermittent link on the
path from node A to D, node A, B and C perform hop-by-hop Interest retransmission. This
retransmission is suspended by reception of Interest ACK packets. When node A receives
an Interest ACK packet from node B, node A postpones its retransmission timeout until
constant time later and retains its PIT for the constant time. This procedure is hand over
of responsibility of Interest retransmission. Also, node B hands over the responsibility to
node C. When the Interest packet reaches node C, node C stores the Interest packet into its
Interest Queue because node C cannot transmit the Interest packet to node D due to its link
disconnection to node D. Node C waits for transmission opportunity of the Interest packet.
When node C moves and link connectivity between node C and node D is recovered, node
C sends the stored Interest packet to node D.
COQ: ContentObject Queueing
COQ is applied for taking account of downward link connectivity in DTN environment.
In COQ, when a ContentObject packet is forwarded to a router, the router looks up its
PIT and checks the connectivity of the output-interface. If the interface is disconnected,
the ContentObject packet is stored into the router’s ContentObject Queue and waits for
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packet is immediately forwarded to the corresponding interface when connectivity of an
interface is recovered. If at least one interface is connected, the router forwards the Interest
packet to an interface that has the least cost, e.g. the least hop count. If there are multiple
connected interfaces and their costs are equal, the router randomly selects an interface to
forward. In such an operation, we can utilize multiple repositories in the network. However,
advertising and leveraging of the content replicas consumes bandwidth and energy. We
leave advertisement scheme and utilization method of content replicas for future work.
5.2.3 Popularity-based Caching
In this section, we introduce a new cache decision policy, POP for CCN in the fragmented
networks. This method counts the number of incoming Interest packets and ranks them
based on the measured numbers. If the number of incoming Interest packets is larger,
the rank has higher value. By measuring Interest packets in real-time, we can adapt
to content locality or change of content popularity. Consequently, routers stably retain
popular contents in their CS.
Algorithm 2 is the pseudo code of POP algorithm. pi,k ∈ Pi is the cumulative number
of incoming Interest packets k in router i. When router i receives Interest packet k, it
increments pi,k and sorts its Pi in descending order in advance. When router i receives
ContentObject k, the router looks up Pi and gets the popularity rank of content k, ri,k . If
ri,k is less than Si, router i stores ContentObject k into its CS and forward it. Otherwise,
router i does not store ContentObject k and only forwards it.
To adapt to change of content popularity or locality, router i updates its values of Pi at
ﬁxed intervals. As shown in Algorithm 2, each element of Pi is exponentially weighted
average. When a value of an element is small enough, it is removed from Pi, which reduces
space complexity of this algorithm signiﬁcantly. With the algorithm, routers decidewhether
to store an arrived ContentObject packet based on content popularity and perform eﬀective
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Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of POP algorithm
pi,k : cumulative number of incoming Interest k in router i
ri,k : popularity rank of ContentObject k in router i
Si : cache capacity of router i
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
When router i received Interest k
increments pi,k
sorts Pi in descending order
When router i received ContentObject k
looks up Pi and gets the popularity rank ri,k
if ri,k <= Si then
stores ContentObject k and forwards it
else
does not store ContentObject k and forwards it
end if
At ﬁxed intervals
Pi ← λ · Pi ; 0 < λ < 1.0
content caching.
There are some popularity-based cache decision policies that are similar to POP
[37][27][7]. However, in disaster situations, these policies do not take account of in-
termittent links and may not be able to realize our ideal situation that routers close to users
store popular contents.
LCD (Leave Copy Down) [37] is a popularity-based approach inspired by the feature
that popular contents are frequently downloaded by users. Interest packets, however,
are aggregated at intermittent links in fragmented networks, and the number of content
downloads for popular contents declines. Prob-PD [27] probabilistically decides whether to
store ContentObject packets based on caching probability that considers content popularity
and download hop count. However, when a user download a content with Prob-PD and
ICOQ, the content may not be cached at the one-hop downward node of a server due to
its “probabilistic” approach. In such a case, the content is not to be forwarded to the
user thereafter. In MPC (Most Popular Content) [7], each router measures the number
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of incoming Interest packets and decides whether to store ContentObject packets based
on a threshold value. In our assumed situation, RTT is extremely long compared to
wired networks and highly ﬂuctuates. This feature prevents routers from conﬁguring an
appropriate threshold value and caching popular contents.
In any of these cases, routers cannot store popular contents. In our proposed POP, each
router measures incoming Interest packets and simply utilizes their relative popularity for
caching. By using this policy, we can stably store relatively popular contents into routers
close to users.
5.3 Performance Evaluation
This section gives simulation results for performance in terms of packet forwarding scheme
in 5.3.2 and cache decision policy in 5.3.3. Also, overall performance for content size
variation is revealed in 5.3.4. We use ndnSIM1.0 [66] as a simulation tool and run 10
diﬀerent simulations for each evaluated result.
5.3.1 Simulation Model
In our evaluation, we assume that atmost 100 evacuees take refuge to one shelter in reference
to [64]. DMs also rarely connect to more than two GWs simultaneously. Figure 5.5 shows
the simulation topology. There are four types of node, User Device (UD), Gateway (GW),
Data Mule (DM) and Government Oﬃce (GO). The DM repeatedly goes back and forth
between the GW and the GO at a constant speed of 36km/h. The cycle of the DM is 500
seconds. For wireless communication, we use 802.11g. Cache replacement policy is LRU.
The critical factor to degrade the performance is wireless interference between UDs, GWs
and DMs. However, with using Wi-Fi in a shelter, there are no interference among the GWs
in diﬀerent shelters because of the distance.
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Figure 5.5: Simulation topology.
5.3.2 Eﬀect of Packet Forwarding Scheme
To evaluate eﬃciency of ICOQ, we conduct computer simulation. Traﬃc pattern of users
follows ﬂash crowd model that all users transmit their requests within about 10 seconds. In
this section, the size of a content is 50K bytes. A content is divided into 50 chunks. All
contents are stored in GO. Each user requests a diﬀerent content. In this evaluation, we
would like to focus on evaluation of packet forwarding method and do not care the aspect
of caching. In the disaster case, batteries of both user devices and network equipment are
limited. Energy eﬃciency is, therefore, one of the most important aspects for network
sustainability. We use the number of user devices as the simulation parameter and three
performance metrics, i.e., traﬃc load, energy consumption of user devices and delay for
content retrieval.
We compare the following four methods in our evaluations.
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1. NoSup: No Suppression
Lifetime of a PIT entry in CCN routers is assumed to be so long that it is not expired
during disconnection of paths. Interest packets are repeatedly retransmitted by both
the end user and intermediate routers until a ContentObject packet is successfully
received.
2. SupForDisconnect: Suppression for Disconnection
In addition to “No Suppression”, retransmission of Interest packets is suppressed
when a next hop link is disconnected. Link disconnection is detected by NDRP.
3. IQ: Interest Queueing
Our proposed IQ in 5.2.2 is only applied.
4. ICOQ: Interest and ContentObject Queueing
In addition to IQ for upward interest transmission, COQ in 5.2.2 is also applied for
downward data transmission.
Network Performance and Energy Consumption
Figure 5.6 shows traﬃc load characteristics for the number of users in the GW. Traﬃc load
is deﬁned as the total number of transmitted Interest by the users, the GW and the DM.
In NoSup, which is a straw man approach, redundant retransmission of Interest cannot be
prevented. In SupForDisconnect, redundant retransmissions slightly decrease compared
with NoSup because the GW stops retransmission while the link with the DM is discon-
nected. Our proposed IQ and ICOQ use Interest ACK for suppression of retransmission
and signiﬁcantly decrease redundant Interest transmission.
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Figure 5.6: Traﬃc load characteristics.
Table 5.1 shows the total performance in terms of energy consumption of all users. The
second column is the mean value for 100 users and the third column is the coeﬃcient of
variation. Energy consumption is deﬁned as the total consumed energy until the completion
of the content retrieval. This energy consumption is calculated with the energy model in
ns-3 [65], which is the base simulator of ndnSIM. The wiﬁ radio energy model in ns-3
calculates energy consumption for data transmission/reception, Clear Channel Assessment
(CCA) busy/idle and switching. These parameters are set to the default value of ns-3.
NoSup and SupForDisconnect consume plenty of energy due to the redundant Interest
retransmission. In SupForDisconnect, the GW prevents redundant Interest retransmission
because it can distinguish disconnection of the link between the GW and the DM with
NDRP. However, since user nodes cannot ﬁnd out disconnection of this link, all user
devices continue redundant Interest retransmission. Our proposed ICOQ can achieve less
energy consumption as a result of the decrease of redundant Interest retransmission. In
contrast, nevertheless IQ restrains its redundant retransmission of Interest packets, it has
high energy consumption. This is because IQ scores low performance in terms of content
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Table 5.1: Average energy consumption of user devices.
forwarding method mean [J] coeﬃcient of variation
NoSup 5.04 0.038
SupForDisconnect 11.7 0.046
IQ 7.94 0.074
ICOQ 1.88 0.176
retrieval delay as mentioned below. In the energy model we employed, nodes get more
chances of CCA and receiving routing messages because of the increase of content retrieval
delay. Therefore, the longer content retrieval delay causes higher energy consumption.
Content Retrieval Delay
Figure 5.7 shows the average time for content retrieval of all users. With increase of the
number of users, content retrieval delay of IQ and SupForDisconnect increases. With
NoSup, in case of over 49 users, data transmission from the DM to the GW cannot
be completed during the connection period due to wireless channel contention among
users especially around the GW. Content retrieval delay increases step-wise because data
transmission is postponed to the next connection period between the DM and the GW.
IQ shows better performance from the viewpoint of the overhead of Interest transmission
as shown in the previous section. It has theworst performance regarding the content retrieval
delay. In IQ, the DM does not care about the link state with the GW. The DM starts data
transmission just after it obtains ContentObjects from the GO. The GW obtain contents
from the DM by retransmitting Interest packets because the DM has cached contents in its
CS. Since retransmissions of Interest packets are regulated for a long period by Interest
ACK, periodical retransmission phase in the GW is intentionally delayed. Therefore, IQ
cannot adequately adjust retransmission suspension for circulation interval of the DM.
SupForDisconnect achieves slightly better content retrieval delay than IQ. This is be-
cause the GW periodically checks its PIT while the state of the link to the next hop is
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disconnected and starts Interest retransmission just after link state is changed to connected.
This Interest retransmission behavior is similar to NoSup. However with SupForDiscon-
nect, the DM starts data transmission with short delay. This is because the state of link in
the GW changes after NDRP receives routing message from the DM. There is a time lag
between the state of physical connection and logical link connection.
Eventually, content retrieval delay of three methods mentioned above is worse than
our proposed ICOQ. Other three methods retrieve contents in pull-based fashion, that is,
content retrieval is initiated by Interest retransmission. On the other hand, in ICOQ, since
the DM pushes requested contents just after it established a link with the GW, it scores
high performance. Content retrieval delay of our proposed ICOQ shows increase at 80-
100 users. In this situation, all user traﬃc demands are not satisﬁed in one cycle of the
DM. Compared with the other three methods, ICOQ moves this overload situation to the
rightmost in horizontal axis, i.e., large number of users. ICOQ transfers packets with the
most eﬃcient bandwidth usage and has the best performance. Also, it has the least energy
consumption as shown in the previous section. Simulation results conclude that ICOQ is
the most suitable packet forwarding scheme for CCN in disaster situations.
5.3.3 Eﬀect of Cache Decision Policy
In this section, we evaluate our proposal, POP compared with TERC and show the impact
of cache decision policy on performance in terms of cache hit ratio and delay. In this
evaluation, we adopt ICOQ for packet forwarding scheme. The number of contents is 100.
The size of each content is 1K bytes. Interest is generated with 0.01 packet per second.
Popularity of generated Interests follows the Zipf-like distribution (α = 1.0) [10]. The DM
and the GW are equipped with CS whose capacity is 20K bytes. Simulation time is 50000
seconds. The other assumptions are same as the previous evaluation.
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Figure 5.7: Content retrieval delay vs the number of user devices.
Cache Hit Performance
Figure 5.8 shows cache hit ratio in the GW. In the horizontal axis, the smaller content ID
is, the more popular the content is. POP improves cache hit ratio of popular contents. In
our model, the GW receives many Interest packets for popular contents. By using POP as
cache decision policy, the popular contents are more likely to be stored in the GW. Users
can retrieve the popular contents from the GW when compared to TERC. POP promotes
the GW to cache the popular contents and the GW seldom cache the unpopular one. In
TERC, there are some cache hits for unpopular contents compared to POP. However, the
gain of them is not inﬂuential and the loss of popular contents is dominant for performance.
With TERC, since routers store all incoming contents, cached contents in the DM and
the GW will be identical during one travel cycle of the DM. In contrast, in POP, the GW
caches popular contents and due to ﬁltering eﬀect, the DM caches relatively unpopular
contents. As a result, POP can eﬃciently use cache capacity in the network.
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Figure 5.8: Cache hit ratio for each content.
Content Retrieval Delay
Next, we evaluate delay for content retrieval by all users. Figure 5.9 shows average content
retrieval delay for each content. In POP, users retrieve popular contents from the GW and
their delay become very short. Also, POP eﬃciently uses cache capacity of the DM and the
GW compared to TERC. Average content retrieval delay for all contents of POP is 349.27
[sec] and that of TERC is 509.63 [sec]. Our proposed POP obtains approximately 30%
performance improvement in content retrieval delay.
5.3.4 Eﬀect of Content Size Variation
In the previous evaluation, we set each content size to 1K bytes. In this section, we
vary content size from 1K (1 chunk) to 10K bytes (10 chunks). Also, we change cache
capacity of CS on the DM and GW from 20K to 200K bytes according to the content
size. We compare ICOQ with the other forwarding method, NoSup that does not recognize
link connectivity. We used POP and TERC for cache decision policies as in the previous
evaluation. Performance metrics are traﬃc load, energy consumption of user devices and
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Figure 5.9: Content retrieval delay for each content.
content retrieval delay. For other assumptions and simulation parameters, we use same
parameters as the previous evaluation in 5.3.3.
Traﬃc load and Energy Consumption
Figure 5.10 shows traﬃc load characteristics with various content sizes. Traﬃc load is
deﬁned as the number of transmitted Interest packets in the whole network. As content size
increases, traﬃc load proportionally increases. In NoSup, traﬃc load signiﬁcantly increases
due to the redundant Interest retransmissions. Since NoSup does not care link connectivity,
the users and routers redundantly retransmit Interest packets. The redundant Interest packets
generate enormous traﬃc in the network. In contrast, ICOQ uses Interest ACK packets
for suppression of such redundant retransmission and prevents much redundant traﬃc from
being generated.
Figure 5.11 shows average energy consumption per user during the simulation. Energy
consumption increases linearly with content size. ICOQ consumes much less energy than
NoSup. By decreasing redundantInterest transmissions, ICOQ can save energy required
for data transmission/reception. NDRP advertisement generates additional traﬃc load
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Figure 5.10: Traﬃc load vs content size.
and energy consumption. However, if we do not use routing protocol, each node cannot
recognize connectivity to its neighboring nodes. In such a case, each node has to take not-
reactive approaches, e.g. periodical ﬂooding studied in [4] although the approach consumes
considerable energy consumption as shown in NoSup of Fig. 5.11. ICOQ can recognize
link connectivity thanks to NDRP and suppress redundant Interest transmission during link
disconnection. As a result, ICOQ reduces energy consumption by suppressing redundant
Interest transmission. Although user devices consume a little energy (approximately 4.8[J])
by enabling NDRP, this increase is negligible compared to that of NoSup’s redundant
Interest transmission. Eventually, the users can retrieve contents with small amount of
energy consumption with ICOQ compared to routing-less approaches.
Content Retrieval Delay
In this evaluation, we show performance results for content retrieval delay. Average content
retrieval delay is shown in Fig. 5.12. In both of forwarding methods, POP retrieves popular
contents from the GW and dramatically reduces content retrieval delay compared to TERC.
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Figure 5.11: Energy consumption vs content size.
Next, we will focus on content integrity in the GW. The deﬁnition of content integrity
is time ratio that all chunks of a content are together in CS on the GW throughout the
simulation. Figure 5.13 shows content integrity of the most popular content. POP improves
content integrity for popular contents in both of forwarding methods because the GW
preferably caches popular contents. POP makes the GW stably retain popular contents in
bulk.
In ICOQ, while there is little eﬀect of content size variation on content integrity, con-
tent size variation is inﬂuential factor for NoSup. This is because, in NoSup, Interest and
ContentObject packets are transmitted without any consideration for connectivity of trans-
mission channels and packets are frequently lost when they are transmitted in disconnected
phase. If a packet is lost, the packet is retransmitted by hop-by-hop Interest retransmission
in the CCN forwarding layer. In such a case, ContentObject packets are not transferred in
sequence order. Increase of the number of chunks promotes chunk fragmentation and con-
tent integrity decreases. Thus, content retrieval delay drastically increases as in Fig. 5.12.
In contrast, ICOQ takes account of connectivity of transmission channels with the routing
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Figure 5.12: Content retrieval delay vs content size.
protocol and senders transmit packets when they are located suﬃciently close to receivers.
Because bit error rate is small and the packets are rarely lost, they are likely transferred in
sequence order. Thus, ICOQ retains more contents in bulk at the GW’s CS than NoSup.
In fragmented networks, it is preferable to cache popular contents into a router on a
path from user nodes to an intermittent edge. In addition, each content should be cached
in bulk at the router’s CS. If chunks of the content are not completed in the CS, the cache
capacity is eventually wasted. POP enables routers to cache popular contents and the
routers possess the complete set of each content. These ﬁndings show that the combination
of ICOQ and POP achieves the best performance in terms of cache hit ratio, traﬃc load,
energy consumption, and content retrieval delay.
5.4 Related Works
There are several CCN/NDN studies for DTN [3, 25, 36, 4, 55]. Since CCN inherently
has DTN-like features, e.g., network cache and ﬂexible routing, CCN can be applied to
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Figure 5.13: Content integrity of the most popular content.
disruptive environments.
CCVN (Content-Centric Vehicular Networking) [3] and V-NDN (Vehicular Named
Data Networking) [25] assume highly-dynamic environment compared to our targeted
environment. Because such dynamics prevent vehicles from constructing accurate routing
tables, they utilize wireless broadcast or soft-state Interest forwarding instead of FIB-based
routing. Furthermore, they do not take energy consumption into account because every
vehicle has enough battery for communication in VANET (Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks).
Since we assume the network in post-disaster situation, the network topologywould become
less-dynamic yet disruptive and batteries of user devices are very limited. In addition, these
studies do not care about eﬃcient bandwidth utilization and packet retransmission control.
Y. Lu, et al., proposed DTN routing based on social-tie among DTN nodes in [36]. Each
node records social-tie value for other nodes. When a node encounters another node, this
social-tie value of the corresponding node (encountered node) is incremented. So, when a
node has high social-tie value for node A, this node frequently encounters node A. When a
node has a data to be forwarded to node X and encounters another node, it forwards a data
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to this node only if encountered node has higher social-tie value of node X. This chapter
only focuses on routing and does not take account of retransmission control nor energy
consumption.
C. Anastasiades, et al., have proposed agent-based content retrieval method in CCN in
[4]. In this method, requesters delegate content retrieval to agent nodes that go around the
network. The method is composed of three phases, agent delegation, content retrieval, and
content notiﬁcation. In agent delegation, a requester delegates content retrieval to an agent
node. The agent node retrieves contents delegated by the requester in content retrieval
phase. In content notiﬁcation, the agent transfers the retrieved contents to the requester.
Although this study assumes less-dynamic scenario, energy/bandwidth-saving aspect is
not considered. In content retrieval and notiﬁcation phase, agent nodes broadcast content
request and data because the agent nodes cannot understand link connectivity.
A. Tagami, et al., have proposed Publish/Subscribe based information delivery in dis-
aster situations in [55]. Communication model of this study is push-based and that of
our work is pull-based. Also, we assume not Publish/Subscribe communications but re-
quest/reply communications. In other words, this study achieves a mutually complementary
relationship with our work. With respect to performance evaluation, we use not only delay
but also energy aspect although this study only uses delay for performance metrics.
With our approach, the set of NDRP, ICOQ, and POP, users’ applications can stably
communicate with each other in disaster environment where communication quality is
unstable and device energy is highly limited.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we propose the new mechanism for fragmented CCNs in the disaster sit-
uation. Since original CCN assumes well-connected wired networks, it cannot be simply
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applied to the fragmented networks whose links are intermittent. We proposed a dynamic
routing protocol and a packet forwarding method. The combination of these two techniques
realizes energy eﬃcient information retrieval in fragmented networks by recognizing the
intermittent links. Also, we proposed a new cache decision policy suitable for the frag-
mented networks. The policy makes routers stably cache relatively popular contents by
measuring incoming Interest packets. Simulation results show that our proposal can im-
prove the performance and eﬃciency of information retrieval in terms of cache hit ratio,
traﬃc load, energy consumption and content retrieval delay.
In the next chapter, we shift focus of our attention to application of CCN/NDN to IoT
data processing, which is the another promising use case of CCN/NDN.
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Chapter 6
Information-Centric Function Chaining
for Data Processing in Internet of Things
In chapters 2-5, we have studied ICN traﬃc control as a method only for information
retrieval thus far. ICN originally innovated for eﬃcient content distribution, is currently
discussed to be applied to edge computing in IoT (Internet of Things) environment. In this
chapter, we focus on more ﬂexible network processing environment, in-network processing,
which is realized with ICN architecture. In our assumed environment, multiple functions
are executed on diﬀerent routers widely distributed in a whole network and the end-to-end
optimal route for any data processing should be selected to satisfy various IoT applications’
requirement. Our proposal, an on-demand routing method eﬃciently chains data and
multiple functions compared to an existing proactive routing method. Also, our method
reactively caches routing information in the network and realizes scalable routing for ICN-
based in-network processing.
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6.1 ICN-Based In-Network Processing
In this section, we explain background technologies for ICN-based in-network processing.
6.1.1 NFN (Named-Function Networking)
NFN has proposed ICN-based in-network processing with the CCN/NDN framework[56].
An NFN router executes an application and provides a function of data processing. Users
can download processed data from networks by designating name of desired data and
functions.
Figure 6.1 shows an example of in-network processing in NFN. (1) A user sends an
Interest packet, which means a data processing request. The Interest packet includes
names of required data “/data” and a processing function “/A”. (2) The Interest packet is
transferred to an NFN router based on FIB. (3) The NFN router interprets the contents of the
Interest packet and divides the Interest packet into two Interest packets. One is for the data
“/data” and the other is for the function “/A”. These Interest packets are simultaneously
transmitted to the network by the NFN router. (4) Retrieved “/data” is processed with
downloaded function “/A” at the NFN router. (5) Processed data is replied to the user
along PIT (Pending Interest Table) trails, i.e. reverse path of the Interest packet. With these
procedures, users can download data processed in the network. NFN routers, however,
basically download functions to process data, and function placement in the network can
be highly dynamic due to undesigned downloads by users.
6.1.2 ICN-Based Function Chaining
In ICN-based in-network processing, a concept of function chaining is originally introduced
in [34, 35]. In ICN-based function chaining, functions are located (assigned) at routers
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Figure 6.1: Example of in-network processing in NFN.
in a network beforehand and the routers are executing several functions1. An Interest
packet transmitted by a user chains multiple functions and reserves data processing along
its transmission path. During ContentObject packets transmission, the reserved functions
are applied to the passing ContentObject packets and required data processing is executed
along the ContentObject transmission path.
Figure 6.2 describes an example of data processing in ICN-based function chaining.
A user sends an Interest packet to retrieve data “/video” which is processed by functions
“/combine → /compress”. An arrow means a processing order constraint. The name
of Interest packet is expressed as “/video → /combine → /compress”. When the
Interest packet arrived at the function “/compress”, the name of function “/compress”
is removed from the Interest name. After all functions have been correctly chained, the
Interest packet ﬁnds “/video” and ContentObject packets are replied to the user. During
the ContentObject packets transmission, functions “/combine → /compress” are applied
along its transmission path. With these procedures, the user can download processed data
from the network.
In order to realize this communication, proactive FIB is required to route Interest packets
1Computation capacity of routers is generally low compared to computation severs in clouds, and the
routers need to conduct another tasks, e.g. frequent table lookup and line-speed packet forwarding. Moreover,
distribution of functions might be regulated by licenses of function providers. Hence, we assume that the
number of functions provided by one router is highly limited.
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Figure 6.2: Example of ICN-based function chaining.
to the appropriate functions and data in a correct order. This method speciﬁcally assumes
transcoding “/compress” and combination of video clips “/combine” as functions. In this
case, route information for each destination (“/video”, “/combine”, and “/compress”)
only need to be prepared in FIB in advance. However, in IoT data processing, there can be
a number of functions and data distributed in a whole network. Moreover, the functions
can be redundantly prepared for eﬀective data processing.
6.1.3 Diﬃculty of ICN-Based Function Chaining
In function chaining (data processing) in NFV (Network Functions Virtualization), each
function is replicated according to demand of services in order to accommodate various
users’ requirements of the network functions. A function which has high service demand,
i.e., a popular function, is proactively replicated and placed to servers as VNFs (Virtual
Network Functions) in a cloud. In a similar fashion, in the ICN-based function chaining,
popular functions are positively replicated and placed to routers in networks2. However, our
assumed environment for function chaining is not in a narrow cloud but in a wide network
2In this chapter, we only focus on function chaining of named functions, i.e., routing of the functions.
Placement of the functions is out of scope of this chapter (linear programming design is one possible approach).
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Figure 6.3: Diﬃculty of the generalized ICN-based function chaining.
close to edges. There are many kinds of functions for data processing, and a huge variety
of IoT data require the data processing. Therefore, we focus on a decentralized approach
from viewpoint of routing scalability.
Figure 6.3 shows a diﬃculty of generalized ICN-based function chaining. As shown in
Fig. 6.3(a), in the case that a certain function is served by only one router in the network, i.e.
we have only one route selection option for a certain function, proactive SPR (Shortest Path
Routing) can route request packets along the best route. In other words, a routing policy
with local search, NFF (Nearest Function First) where the nearest function is selected as
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a destination at each router is reasonable. For example, as in Fig. 6.3(a), function C is
selected as the ﬁrst destination, function B is the second one, and so on. In this case,
NFF can select the global optimal solution. In the general case, however, each function
is replicated, and multi-replicated functions that execute the same functionality are served
by multiple routers in diﬀerent locations in the network as shown in Fig. 6.3(b). In this
case, NFF occasionally falls into local optimal solutions because the number of possible
routes signiﬁcantly increases according to the number of replicated functions. In addition
to this, there are no means to specify each replicated function at a router because the router
cannot have a global view for each function with ICN’s name-based routing. Even though
the routing method that gives the global view to the router exists, the amount of routing
information recorded on the router’s FIB is innumerable. Combinations of these functions
and diverse IoT data cause scalability issues.
6.2 Proposals: OR3&RR
6.2.1 OR3 (On-demand Routing for Responsive Route)
Our goal is to provide the best route for function chaining to routers without a global view
in a distributed manner (not in a centralized FIB calculation with proactive routing). To
this end, we propose OR3 (On-demand Routing for Responsive Route), a ﬂooding-based
routing method that discovers all possible routes and selects the best route for function
chaining.
The ﬂooding-based approach brings the following beneﬁts.
1. The Best Route. Flooding means full search of possible routes for function chaining,
thus, we can select the “best” one from the discovered routes. In this chapter, the best
means shortest path in terms of hop count. This beneﬁt is our main goal of this chapter.
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2. Load Balancing. During ﬂooding search, a discovered route might include a congested
link, or a function executed on the route can be overloaded for another tasks of data
processing. Accordingly, we can control path selection by adding delay or other metrics to
ﬂooding search mechanism.
3. Robustness. Since communication links are infrequently disconnected, proactive
routing needs some recovery methods. On-demand ﬂooding search can avoid such links
adaptively and ﬂexibly select stable route for data processing. In wireless environment,
link disconnection frequently occurs and nodes that execute functions have mobility. Even
in such environment, ﬂooding search can ﬂexibly discover appropriate routes.
In the rest of this chapter, we address the beneﬁt 1 (The Best Route), and the remaining
parts are left to future works.
Mechanism of OR3
Figure 6.4 shows an overview of OR3. OR3 utilizes ﬂooding of Interest packets (R-Interest)
to discover the best route among all combinations of data and functions. R-Interest is a
route discovery packet used for ﬁnding a transmission path of data processing. When an R-
Interest packet, whose name is “/data & /C → /B → /A”, has discovered the ﬁrst required
functionC, the name of the function “/C” is removed from the name of the R-Interest packet.
And a new renamed R-Interest packet “/data & /B → /A” is created and ﬂooded. This
ﬂooding is continued until all required functions are successfully chained. The producer
of data responds only to the earliest R-Interest packet and replies R-ContentObject, i.e., the
response packet for the R-Interest packet. As a result, the best route, which is expected to
be the shortest path of all required functions and data, is selected from all combinations
of required functions and data. The other unutilized routes will be invalidated with NAK
(Negative Acknowledgement) packets.
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Figure 6.4: Overview of OR3.
Algorithm 3 shows procedures of R-Interest packet processing at a router and a producer
in OR3. A route discovery request (R-Interest) r is expressed as {kr, Fr, Cr}. kr denotes the
required data and Fr denotes the set of required functions that R-Interest r has not chained
yet. Cr is the ordered set of functions and denotes an order constraint among functions. In
this chapter, we assume two kinds of conditions that there is no order constraint between
functions, i.e., Cr = φ, and there is an order constraint, e.g. Cr = { fc, fb, fa}. Due to
limitations of space, we only explain the ordered case. Rkr is the set of nonce values of
received R-Interest packets in producer of data kr . Rkr is used for identifying the earliest
R-Interest packet and selectively replying ContentObject packets.
For a better understanding, we explain the procedures of OR3 in the network and the
application layer, respectively.
• Network layer
When a router has received an R-Interest packet, the router looks up its
PIT. If this router has been already discovered by R-Interest ﬂooding, there
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should be an exact-matched PIT entry. In this case, the router discontinues
the ﬂooding and invalidates the discovered route by sending a NAKpacket.
Otherwise, the arrived R-Interest packet successfully discovers this router
and ﬂooding is continued to explore remaining parts of routes. At the same
time, if function fn executed on the application layer in this router is one
of the functions to visit, i.e., fn ∈ Fr , the router replicates the R-Interest
packet toward the function fn to pick up a possible route. In such a way,
OR3 explores all possible routes by ﬂooding search.
• Application layer
When function fn receives an R-Interest packet from the network layer, the
function checks order constraints Cr of the R-Interest packet. If function
fn satisﬁes order constraints Cr , the function removes its name from the
R-Interest and transmits the renamed R-Interest packet into the network
layer. The renamed R-Interest packet will be ﬂooded later by the network
layer.
These procedures are continued until all required functions are successfully discovered.
Finally an R-Interest packet {kr, φ, φ} that has chained all required functions arrives at a
producer of data kr . Since the earliest R-Interest packet by which all required functions
are fully-chained means the best route of the function chaining, the producer replies an
R-ContentObject packet only to this R-Interest. The other late arrivals are invalidated by
NAK packets. During the R-ContentObject packet transmission, each intermediate router
records route information of the R-ContentObject packet in RR. Detail of packet processing
in a router is to be mentioned in section 6.2.2.
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Algorithm 3 OR3 algorithm.
Given: kr, Fr, Cr
Initialize: Rkr ← φ
- Procedures in a router ——————————————————–
- - Network layer - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
When a router receives an R-Interest packet {kr, Fr, Cr }
if (there is an exact-match PIT entry for {kr, Fr, Cr }) then
detect Interest loop, and reply NAK
else
if (there is an application face of function fn) ∧ ( fn ∈ Fr ) then
replicate the R-Interest and forward it to function fn
else
do not replicate the R-Interest
end if
ﬂood the R-Interest to all network-device faces
end if
- - Application layer - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
When a function fn receives an R-Interest packet {kr, Fr, Cr }
if (SatisfyConstraints ( fn, Cr ) = true) then
Fr ← Fr \ fn
Cr ← Cr \ fn
the renamed R-Interest {kr, Fr, Cr } is replied to the network layer
else
discard the received R-Interest and reply NAK to the network layer
end if
SatisfyConstraints ( fn, Cr )
if (Cr = φ) ∨ ( fn is the ﬁrst function of processing order Cr ) then
return true
else
return false
end if
—————————————————————————————–
- Procedures in a producer —————————————————
When a producer of data kr receives an R-Interest packet r
if (Fr = φ) ∧ (r  R) then
reply a ContentObject packet kr
add nonce value of R-Interest r to R
else
reply a NAK packet
end if
—————————————————————————————–
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OR3 in an example
Figures 6.5(a) and (b) show an example of route discovery in OR3. Figure 6.5(a) is topology
and Fig. 6.5(b) shows the sequence diagram of R-Interest and R-ContentObject packets.
Function fa and fb are executed in node v5 and v2, respectively. The producer of data kr
is node v6. The consumer is node v1 and requests data kr processed by function fa and fb
in order of fa → fb. R-Interest packets need to chain these functions in order of fb → fa
since ContentObject packets is transferred on the reverse path of R-Interest packets along
a PIT trail. Thus, the order constraint is Cr = { fb, fa}. An R-Interest packet includes all of
these information, i.e., {kr, Fr, Cr}.
As shown in Fig. 6.6(a), when node v2 receives the R-Interest {kr, Fr, Cr}, node v2
replicates the R-Interest and forwards it to the function fb on the application layer in order
to ﬁnd a possible route for required function chaining. The R-Interest is also ﬂooded to
the node v3, v4 and v5 to explore other possible routes. In the application layer at node
v2, function fb checks an order constraint of the R-Interest {kr, Fr, Cr}. Because fb is the
ﬁrst element of Cr and meets the order constraint, function fb removes its name from the
R-Interest and the name is converted to {kr, Fr \ fb, Cr \ fb}. This renaming of Interest
packets is for avoiding PIT aggregation with the original name packet of {kr, Fr, Cr} in the
network layer because Interest packets which have the same name are aggregated to one
PIT entry in CCN/NDN router. The renamed R-Interest {kr, Fr \ fb, Cr \ fb} is replied to
the network layer and ﬂooded into the network again.
Next, node v5 receives the R-Interest {kr, Fr, Cr} which has not visited function fb from
node v2 as in 6.6(b). In this case, function fa invalidates a part of the route discovered by
this R-Interest packet because this R-Interest does not satisfy the order constraint. A little
behind this time, node v5 receives the R-Interest {kr, Fr, Cr} from node v3 in this example.
This R-Interest is invalidated at the network layer because the corresponding PIT entry
has been created by the previous Interest packet in node v5. This means node v5 has been
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already explored by the R-Interest {kr, Fr, Cr}. Therefore, node v5 stops discovering the
route for {kr, Fr, Cr} and avoids Interest loop.
As shown in Fig. 6.6(c), an R-Interest {kr, Fr \ fb, Cr \ fb} arrive at node v5 from node
v2. The R-Interest is forwarded to function fa and completes its function chaining because
all required functions are fully chained successfully. The fully-chained R-Interest {kr, φ, φ}
is transmitted from function fa to the network layer and ﬂooded again to explore the ﬁnal
destination, data kr .
Finally, we explain procedures in node v6, the producer of data kr . As shown in Fig.
6.6(d), the producer may receive many kinds of R-Interest packets that have not chained
all required functions until receiving the appropriate R-Interest {kr, φ, φ}. The producer
never responds to this kind of R-Interest packets other than R-Interest {kr, φ, φ}. Only for
the earliest R-Interest packet that has chained all required functions, the producer replies
the ContentObject packet. Due to this, we can reduce redundant ContentObject packet
transmission and only utilize the best route for data processing.
6.2.2 RR (Route Records)
RR is a forwarding table to reactively manage forwarding information of Interest packets at
each router. This table is used for temporally caching route information of some destinations
that have not been registered in FIB. Route information for function chaining discovered by
OR3 is usually stored in RR and reused especially for decreasing ﬂooding overhead. This
is because this kind of route information has high temporal locality. Stably-popular route
information, which are utilized by many users, are stored in FIB, and not stably-popular
but highly-temporal route information are temporally stored in RR. In such a way, we can
manage where to save route information according to popularity of routes and suppress
memory usage in a router.
Figure 6.7 shows packet forwarding procedure of Interest/ContentObject at a router.
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Figure 6.5: Example of route discovery in OR3.
Dashed lines mean components of the original CCN/NDN, i.e., CS (Content Store), PIT,
FIB. When the router receives an Interest packet and its name of Interest does not match
any FIB entry, the Interest packet is translated to R-Interest and discover routers for data
processing. When the router receivedR-ContentObject, the router records route information
of the R-ContentObject packet into RR. Speciﬁcally, an entry of RR is created for the name
of theR-ContentObject packet, and the input face of theR-ContentObject packet is registered
as the output face of future R-Interest packets.
With this manner, we would like to leverage characteristics of “caching” to promote
reuse of route information. In cache networks, caching natively makes popular contents
stably stayed in the network because the popular contents are frequently downloaded by
many users. Popular route information for function chaining is also to be spread in a
similar fashion and stably retained in RR around the network. In contrast, unpopular route
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Figure 6.6: Packet processing patterns inside routers.
information is not distributed to the network. This eﬀect can lead to eﬃcient memory usage
in routers and eﬀective Interest forwarding.
6.3 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate performance of our proposal, OR3 and RR. Our evaluation is
twofold. Firstly, we compare our proposed reactive routing method, OR3, with a proactive
routing method in terms of delay and traﬃc load performance. Secondly, we investigate
performance of RR and evaluate the eﬀect of route information caching.
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Figure 6.7: Packet forwarding procedures in a router.
6.3.1 Proactive vs. Reactive
First, we explain the evaluation model. We use ndnSIM 2.3 [67] as a simulation tool.
Evaluation topology is BA model [2] with 100 nodes. The number of data is 1. A
consumer requests the data provided by the one producer. The number of functions is 3,
and 4 replicated functions are deployed in the network for each function. The producer,
the consumer and all functions are placed to randomly selected nodes, and we conduct
simulations in 1000 diﬀerent patterns of the placement. The consumer requests data that
is processed by three functions. This chapter mainly focuses on the evaluation in the case
that there are no processing order constraints among the functions, i.e., Interest packets can
chain the functions executed on routers in arbitrary order. Although it is easier to ﬁnd a
route that meets requirement of function chaining, the number of possible routes becomes
larger compared with the cases that there are some processing order constraints. Thus,
it is diﬃcult to select the best route from all possible routes. Performance evaluation in
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Figure 6.8: CDF of data hop count.
the case with processing order constraints is left to our further study. The comparison
method is a proactive routing method, NFF as mentioned in section 6.1.3. In NFF, a router
forwards Interest packets towards the nearest function for all required functions based on
SPR without a global view. In other words, NFF is a local search approach that frequently
falls into local optimal solutions.
The ﬁrst evaluation metric is delay performance in terms of hop count. As shown
in Fig. 6.8, total performance of OR3 is improved compared to NFF. With NFF, function
chaining occasionally falls into local optimal solutions in terms of total route length because
the global view is not given to each router. OR3 can discover the best route from all
combinations of data and functions by ﬂooding search, and our proposal always achieves
the best performance throughout all patterns of function placement. Figure 6.9 shows
improvement by OR3. Deﬁnition of improvement is h
NFF
i −h
OR3
i
hNFFi
, where hNFFi (h
OR3
i ) is data
hop count of NFF(OR3) in random placement i. As shown in Fig. 6.9, OR3 totally shows
better performance than NFF and decreases hop count by half at a maximum.
Then, we investigate traﬃc load characteristics. Since OR3 ﬂoods control packets to
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Figure 6.9: Improvement by OR3.
explore the best route, our method may have large control overhead. Figure 6.10 shows
traﬃc load characteristics for data size variation. Deﬁnition of traﬃc load is the sum of
the products of a transmitted packet (Interest, NAK, or ContentObject) size and hop count
of the packet. When data size is small, inﬂuence of ﬂooding overhead is relatively large,
and traﬃc load of OR3 is higher than that of NFF. As data size increases, however, the
inﬂuence of overhead decreases and becomes negligible especially around data size of 200
[KB]. This is because the average data hop count of NFF is larger than that of OR3 (NFF
= 9.37, OR3 = 7.71). When data hop count is large, data packets detour and generate much
traﬃc in the network. With OR3, hop count decreases and data traﬃc is reduced. As a
result, traﬃc load is relatively low for large data size.
6.3.2 Eﬀect of Caching Route Information
In this section, we investigate eﬀects of reactive caching of route information, RR, on net-
work performance. Evaluated methods are OR3without(w/o)RR and OR3with(w/)RR.
In OR3w/o RR, consumers always ﬂood Interest packets to discover the best routes for data
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processing. With OR3w/RR, discovered route information is reactively cached in routers’
RR and these information can be reused by other consumers’ requests. We alter the number
of consumers that request the same data processing from 1 to 64. Each consumer is placed
to a randomly selected node. Other simulation parameters are the same as the previous
evaluation.
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Figure 6.10: Traﬃc load vs. Data size.
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Figure 6.11 shows traﬃc load characteristics for variation of the number of consumers.
Traﬃc load for Interest ﬂooding linearly increases with increase of the number of consumers
in OR3w/o RR. In contrast, traﬃc load is saturated with OR3w/RR because reuse ratio of
route information increases according to the number of consumers. When a user node has
sent an R-Interest packet and this node fortunately stores route information corresponding
to the R-Interest packet in RR, ﬂooding of R-Interest never starts from this node. Traﬃc
load for ﬂooding overhead is signiﬁcantly reduced. This event repeatedly aﬀects route
discovery of other subsequent users. Therefore, with RR, popular route information would
be distributed to the entire network and traﬃc load for ﬂooding is signiﬁcantly reduced.
From these results, our proposal, the combination of OR3 and RR is especially eﬀective
for popular route information and this combination enables scalable routing for ICN-based
function chaining.
6.4 Summary
In IoT data processing, routing method that eﬃciently chains multiple functions is an
important technical issue for ICN-based in-network processing. Our proposal, an on-
demand routing method, discovers the end-to-end optimal route for any combination of
required data and functions with low control overhead. Also, we introduced the concept that
routers temporally cache route information and reactively manage them. The combination
of these proposals realizes scalable ICN-based function chaining in IoT data processing.
In the next chapter, we conclude this thesis and describe the remaining technical issues
for future works.
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Conclusions
Toward eﬃcient information retrieval, CCN/NDN has been developed, and a lot of eﬀort
has been devoted by many ICN researchers thus far. However, there are a number of
technical issues to be resolved for spread of CCN/NDN on implementation, security, etc..
The most important beneﬁt of CCN/NDN is “in-network cache”, which is the inherent
feature of CCN/NDN. In order to utilize this eﬀective resource as much as possible, traﬃc
control scheme that steers data traﬃc where to transport is a key research topic. In this
thesis, we made studies on traﬃc control schemes in ICN especially for basic technologies:
route control, cache control and congestion control, and applied technologies: disaster
communications and IoT data processing.
In Chapter 2, we evaluated several combinations of routing and caching and revealed the
combination eﬀects of routing and caching. For routing, we took up oﬀ-path cache routing,
Breadcrumbs, as one of the content request routing proposals. When shortest path routing
is adopted as the forwarding policy, cache decision policies, Fix(p), LCD, and ProbCache
that distribute high-popular contents in a whole network shows high performance because
content search for cached contents is limited to the on-path. However, when we use
Breadcrumbs, the range of cache discovery is expanded to oﬀ-path caches. In TERC, not
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only high popular contents but also middle and low popular contents are cached. TERC
makes eﬀective bc-trail because all routers on this trail store the corresponding content.
Therefore, we clearly reveal that combination of BC and TERC brings eﬀective usage of
oﬀ-path cached contents, which has not been deeply investigated thus far. Our detailed
evaluation results in two network environments, emerging CCN/NDN and conventional IP,
show these insights hold in both of these two network environments.
In Chapter 3, we proposed a cache decision policy based on betweenness centrality
and content popularity, which is suitable for Breadcrumbs. Our proposed cache decision
policy makes popular contents located edge area of a network, which stabilizes popular
cached contents. Moderate popular contents tend to be stored in core area, which induces in-
network guided requests to encounter cached contents more frequently. Unpopular contents
are not likely to be cached in the network. As a result, frequency of cache replacement
decreases and cache hit performance is improved due to the oﬀ-path cache guidance by
BC forwarding. Our performance evaluation results revealed that the combination of
Breadcrumbs and our proposed cache decision policy improves cache hit performance
compared to existing cache decision policies.
These insights obtained fromChapters 2 and 3 imply that the combination of BC and our
proposed caching policy enables to utilize ubiquitous caches in the network with multiple
paths. This information-centric multi-source download brings various beneﬁts. From the
perspective of users, download throughput and robustness for link failures are improved.
From the networking aspect, traﬃc load is reduced, and load balancing is achieved.
In Chapter 4, we assumed the information-centric environment where contents can
be obtained from multiple sources with multiple paths, and then we changed our focus
to congestion control to adequately steer transferred data traﬃc on multiple paths for
congestion mitigation. MSC4N, the previously proposed multipath congestion control in
CCN/NDN, can utilize these multiple paths by adequately controlling congestion on each
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branched path. In multipath download, many users share highly-limited common network
resources, thus fairness among the users sharing the network resources is required for
transmission control. In Chapter 4, we discussed congestion control for CCN/NDN from
the viewpoint of the resource pooling, which is a key concept for multipath resource sharing.
MPTCP which is the most famous congestion control addressing the resource pooling in
IP networks has an analogy with MSC4N. Firstly, we discussed the analogy of window
mechanism between our proposal and MPTCP. Also, in the performance evaluation, we
have shown that MSC4N satisﬁes the resource pooling concept and achieves macroscopic
fairness among users at a certain level as well as MPTCP.
In Chapters 2 through 4, we studied basic technologies of traﬃc control in CCN/NDN to
support eﬃcient content distribution. Owing to these technologies, concrete traﬃc control
schemes have been developed for information-centric communications where contents are
downloaded from anywhere in the network. Hence, from Chapter 5, we shifted the focus
of attention away from basic technologies to applied technologies to clearly show many
beneﬁts of applications of CCN/NDN.
Firstly, in Chapter 5, we made a study on an application to disaster communications,
which is one of the most prospective applications. We proposed the new route control
mechanisms for fragmented CCN in the disaster situation. Since original CCN assumes
well-connected wired networks, it cannot be simply applied to the fragmented networks
whose links are intermittent. We proposed a dynamic routing protocol and a packet forward-
ing method. The combination of these two techniques realizes energy eﬃcient information
retrieval in fragmented networks by recognizing the intermittent links. Also, we proposed a
new cache decision policy suitable for the fragmented networks. The policy makes routers
stably cache relatively popular contents bymeasuring incoming Interest packets. Simulation
results show that our proposal can improve the performance and eﬃciency of information
retrieval in terms of cache hit ratio, traﬃc load, energy consumption and content retrieval
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delay.
Next, in Chapter 6, we studied not only the case of emergency but also the case of
data processing in IoT environment, which is a beneﬁcial and proactive application of
CCN/NDN. From the viewpoint of traﬃc control, it is important to control data processing
path because large amount of collected data generate much traﬃc on the processing path
in a network. Hence, in ICN-based in-network processing, routing method that eﬃciently
chains multiple functions is an important technical issue. We proposed an on-demand
routing method which discovers the end-to-end optimal route for any combination of
required data and functions with low control overhead. Also, we newly introduced the
concept that routers temporally cache route information and reactively manage them. The
combination of these proposals realizes scalable ICN-based function chaining in IoT data
processing.
In addition to the basic technologies described in Chapter 2-4, here in Chapters 5
and 6, we studied two applied technologies: application to disaster communications and
application to IoT data processing. Robust communications are realized by the former
applied technology because we can adaptively switch traﬃc control schemes according
to condition of networks. In other words, we use the basic technologies as described in
Chapters 2-4 in normal times and use the applied technology of Chapter 5 in an emergency.
Also in Chapter 6, we extended our study on traﬃc control in IoT data processing. This
extension brings high-speed and scalable data processing in IoT environment. The studies
on these two applications would be powerful incentive for spreading CCN/NDN.
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In this section, we explain the future works on this thesis.
In Chapter 2, for cache control, we assumed that the size of all contents is identical for
simplicity. We need to assume more realistic situations where the size of each content is
diﬀerent. Also, for route control, we only studied combination eﬀects of route control and
cache control. In order to operate CCN/NDN as a large-scale network system, we need
to combine route control not only cache control but also congestion control. These three
control schemes are comprehensively to be take into account.
In Chapter 3, we assumed that distribution of content popularity follows Zipf distribu-
tion. However, in the realistic situation, routers need to locally estimate content popularity
by a measurement method, e.g. counting the number of received request packets. Also, we
will conduct more evaluations in various network models because our approach is based on
betweenness centrality, which is topological feature.
In Chapter 4, we only made a study on congestion control from the resource pooling
viewpoint. As previously mentioned, we need to consider both route control and congestion
control in order to ﬁnd out combination eﬀects among traﬃc control schemes. In addition,
we plan to conduct simulations under the network environments which have heterogeneous
communication quality.
In Chapter 5, we proposed a dynamic routing protocol that recognizes intermittent links
in disaster situations. However, our study of this routing protocol is not suﬃcient because
our proposed routing protocol has only assumed a scenario of single-source communica-
tions. Thus, we need to extend our proposal to multisource communications in disaster
cases.
Chapter 6 addressed the best route selection in ICN-based function chaining for IoT data
processing. Although our proposed routing method can select the end-to-end optimal route
119
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for data processing, this path might be unavailable in dynamic situations such as high-load
processing and wireless environment. In the future works, we plan to modify our proposed
routing method for these kinds of situations.
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